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EDITOR’S

COMMENT

Two examples of competent engineering in South Africa

B

uying new CNC machine tools that are
automation-ready is a very good idea, even
if you do not have plans to pair them with
robots in the future. Although, the use of robots in
a manufacturing situation is on the rise in South
Africa, you will not find many in use in a machining
shop environment, whether they are used for
unmanned machining or used atop freely roving
automated guided vehicles (AGVs) or being used in
an automatic storage and retrieval system, or even
just for basic machine tending.
What many don’t realise, in addition to
safety improvements, uptime can be improved
compared to manual loading and unloading times
when using a robot. Robotic machine tending can be utilised for bin picking,
grinding, milling, turning, polishing, welding, deburring and parts cleaning,
wherever your imagination takes you.
This was the case for Vula Drilling, whose story you can read further on in
the magazine. They had purchased a Doosan Puma SMX 3100S CNC mill-turn
that was not setup for robotic association or tending. Not that this was an
issue as a solution could be developed and implemented. But it was the time
that it took to work out the solution and then hoping that it achieved the goal
that you had set out with. And we all know time is money.
“It was a huge learning curve for all of us and we knew that the solution
and software programming would be a first and unique to our situation but
with adaptability and also be future relevant,” explained Director Otto Coetzer.
“When we began this automation project we had no experience with
machine-tending robots. Some components are heavy, cumbersome or
awkward for handling by humans, leading to increased worker injury and
costly component damage. CNC machine handling robots can be configured
with various mounting options to handle heavy payloads and reduce risks to
employee safety. We have achieved both these goals and we have had fun
doing it.”
What it did do though is point out that the use of robotics is scalable. You
don’t have to be an automotive OEM to think that the robots are only used in
that situation. As said the CNC machines come automation ready these days.
This is one story in the magazine that shows that South African engineering
abilities are right up there with the best in the world. The second is the
development of a leak-proof oxyfuel system for use when using compressed
gas. First Cut, Messer Cutting Systems, Gas Safety International and BED
have collaborated in developing a new safety valve, torch and process that
will lessen the possibility of a gas leakage taking place due to either worker
negligence or an accidental breakage in the compressed gas supply line.
Referred to as the Safety Advanced Technology (SAT) system, the
development has been championed by Peter Rohlssen, Managing Director of
Gas Safety International (GSI), a strong proponent of safety usage and training
when using compressed gas in any situation, not just in the cutting sphere.
The system has been patented worldwide and it is another example of
South Africa’s engineering abilities. But it is the passion of Rohlssen that
shines through in this world first. Even though he is in his seventies, when
most are retired, you would think he was just starting out in his business life.
His experience in the field of gas usage in any situation and the safe use of the
gases, is incredible, and he is adamant that stringent safety rules are critical
when it comes to working with any gas or oxygen, irrespective of the sector.
His basic demonstrations with oxygen, argon, nitrogen and the LPG, that
most of us use in our homes, and what and how
quickly they can cause destruction and possible
loss of life, left his conference attendees dumb
struck.
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POINT

Adaptive manufacturing key
to thriving amid volatility

M

any
CAD designers and
manufacturers
engineers worked with
are locked
its medical industry
in on a strategy for
customers on CAD
success that has
designs. They then sent
served them well for
them to toolmakers who
years. But tried-andcreated moulds in five
tested manufacturing
days by working two
strategies have
shifts. Within 10 days,
been upended by
the production line was
unpredictable market
up and running due
demands and supply
to the synchronisation
chains, rising costs,
and collaboration
shipping delays and
enabled by its CAD,
staffing shortfalls.
ERP and MES solutions
Growing volatility
all sharing the same
highlights the need
database.
Siemens uses Additive Manufacturing (AM) on an industrial scale in trains,
for a new, adaptive
Aligning materials
MRI machines, gas turbines and many other areas. On top of improving
manufacturing strategy
and finished products
individualisation of products, AM created parts and products are just better
that aligns with current
pricing. Long-term,
than their traditionally manufactured counterparts for being: Lighter and
durable, have better aerodynamics, are easier to maintain,
market conditions.
fixed-pricing contracts
reduce the need for assembly and have better
By embracing a more
can ensure revenue
heat distribution
agile, contextually
flow and capacity
intelligent and flexible
utilisation during stable
approach to shifting from one manufacturing strategy to
economic times. However, manufacturers have seen costs
another, manufacturers are better positioned to capitalise on
rise two-fold for steel, three-fold for lumber and three-fold for
opportunities and mitigate risks.
polypropylene over the past year, making adjustable pricing
The success of any adaptive manufacturing strategy
critical. By using automated pricing in its ERP system, a
depends on getting engineering, product design, production
distributor with a manufacturing arm updated customised
planning and scheduling, and shop floor production teams,
customer pricing in two hours and the company maintained
and the systems on which they rely, working together.
its margins.
CAD/CAM, PLM, ERP and MES solutions all have their own
Prioritising high-margin products. For years, auto
cadence and lexicon. Only by enabling these systems to
manufacturers have added rich, computerised capabilities to
share real-time data can manufacturing teams communicate
all vehicle models. However, with the global microprocessor
and collaborate to pivot quickly as conditions change.
shortage, automakers are using manual dials and handles
for entry-level models and reserving advanced electronics for
Let’s look at a few examples
higher-end, higher-profit vehicles. They are also using their
Using an alternative to material in short supply. As a
ERP systems and EDI services to share real-time customer
whole, furniture and mattress manufacturers were caught off
demand forecasts with chip suppliers to help them reduce
guard by severe foam shortages. However, companies with
uncertainty and invest in more production capacity.
real-time access to customer orders via their ERP systems
An adaptive manufacturing strategy gets every team
knew exactly what their exposure was in open orders. Some
essential to a product’s success communicating and
of these manufacturers pivoted production by having their
collaborating in real time. As a result, manufacturers can
CAD designer and PLM teams refine products with coil and
pivot faster to new products, gain greater visibility into and
fibre-based substitutes. Customers approved the designs,
control over costs, and improve product quality. Far from
and manufacturers met delivery dates.
being a short-term approach, the ability to put customers’
Rapidly starting new product lines. A plastics
changing requirements first, while overcoming any supply
manufacturer serving the auto aftermarket addressed
chain, labour, cost, machinery and labour constraints that
growing demand for ventilator and respiratory components.
stand in the way, is the future of smart manufacturing.

This is the viewpoint of Louis Columbus, Principal, DelmiaWorks and it first appeared in Manufacturing Engineering
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TaeguTec works energetically

to provide the best customer solutions

A

lloys of every
solutions, TaeguTec
kind are
is considered one of
constantly
the most preferred
changing and
tooling partners in
evolving into better,
the industry and
stronger and more
by customers for
reliable products
improving productivity
used in virtually
and cost efficiency in
every part of our
the shop floor.
lives. With this in
The former Korea
mind, TaeguTec’s
Tungsten Company was
optimised solutions
born from the mines
have been
in Gangwon Province
developed to cater
in the northern part of
to the demands of
South Korea in 1916.
the industry.
Since then, TaeguTec
“Cutting tools
has grown to become
will have to adapt
not only South Korea’s
TaeguTec has released a new ML chip former for the Chase-8-Mill’s SQKU 07 insert
to remove less
largest and most
metal but at much
innovative industrial
faster speeds and feeds. The cutting tool can have a huge
cutting tool manufacturer, but also an important provider
impact on productivity. Not every company can buy the latest
of tungsten powders, solid carbide rolls and specialised
machine tools but changing to our cutters means the tools
industrial products to the world at large.
can run at very high speeds with a minimum amount of
Headquartered in Daegu, South Korea, TaeguTec is a part
downtime. TaeguTec’s new tools will enable machinists to
of the 2nd biggest cutting tool manufacturing group in the
perform metal cutting at a rate similar to that found in the
world – the IMC International Metalworking Companies.
woodworking industry,” said Jacob Harpaz, President and CEO
At the launch in 2020 of TaeguTec’s new and wide range
of the IMC Group, at the time of the launch.
of inserts and cutters - the TaeguTec SFeedTec range - it was
The TaeguTec product lines of tungsten carbide cutting
emphasised that if you are looking to improve the productivity
tools include inserts and holder bodies for turning, milling,
of your equipment and reduce the cost per part and the only
drilling, grooving, parting applications and solid carbide tools
way you can do that, in this age of advanced machining that
and tooling systems.
is feeding into Industry 4.0, is to increase the feeds and
Furthermore, TaeguTec’s professional engineers go one
speeds of your CNC machine cutting process.
step further by providing customised technical consulting
The TaeguTec SFeedTec range on the turning side
support to its customers. These approaches ensure that
includes SFeed-Turn (Hush-Bore, Pos-S-Turn, Rhino-X-Turn,
TaeguTec faces a very promising future by giving customers
Rhino-M-Turn, Cool-Burst, Turn-SFeed and Sfeed-Rush), on the
tailored solutions that meet their specific demands.
parting and grooving range SFeed-Clamp (Cut-SFeed, FaceTaeguTec is a leading supplier of modern machining
Rush, Quad-Rush, Quad-I-Rush, Mini-I-Rush and a T-Clamp
solutions to a wide variety of industries such as automotive,
CBN insert), on the holemaking side SFeed-Drill (Solid-3mould and die, aerospace, power generation and many
Drill, Drill-SFeed, Drill-Rush and Modu-R-Drill) and the milling
others. With an entire range of turnkey and tailor-made
SFeed-Mill range (Mill-SFeed, Tang-SFeed, Mill-Rush, Chase- 
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4-Mill, Chase-8-Mill,
Chase-V-Quad, Chase12-Mill, Chase-4-Finish,
Nan-Rush, Chase-4Feed, Chase-10-Mill,
Ceramic-SFeed and
Maxi-Slot).
To improve
productivity and to
better respond to
customers’ machining
requirements, TaeguTec
has subsequently
added improvements
and new products to
the range.
TaeguTec has released new holders with an 8xD drilling depth for small

Threading
Along with other
market leading
products, TaeguTec
is also equipped with
an ISO threading
range and tailormade solutions for
stationary applications
and standard thread
milling. These products
guarantee high profile
accuracy, clear and
easy identification,
excellent chip control,
and most importantly,
cost and productivity
benefits.

diameter drilling to the Drill-Rush line
Turning
The TaeguTec turning line
is a series that combines an
Solid end mills
ingenious grade and unique geometry to provide excellent
To effectively improve precision machining and product
machining performance. In addition, a series of general ISO
quality, TaeguTec has developed a series of solid carbide
turning inserts are available with chip breakers, holders and
tools. This series is designed to accommodate the various
clamping systems. TaeguTec now offers a series of classified
materials and application demands of the modern machine
turning grades with inserts that include coated, uncoated,
shop.
cermet, ceramic, PCD and CBN grades to meet all application
purposes.
Tooling system
The tooling programme developed by TaeguTec offers
Milling
versatile chucking systems that are available to mount tooling
The milling range is part of the standard milling line that
on all types of machines. Systems currently available include
has been developed to increase productivity and reduce cost
BT MAS, ISO, NT, DIN 69871 and HSK shanks that cater to
while meeting the industries’ diverse application demands.
specific market needs.
Moreover, the R&D engineers at TaeguTec conduct ongoing
research and development programmes in order to enhance
New products
the capacity of the milling line and optimise productivity
TaeguTec has released new holders with an 8xD drilling
levels while reducing cycle times.
depth for small diameter drilling to the Drill-Rush line.
The Drill-Rush’s small diameter Ø6 to 6.9mm range line,
Holemaking
previously available up to a depth of 5xD, has been expanded
TaeguTec, one of the leaders in holemaking products, has
up to a depth of 8xD. Now, the Drill-Rush line enables the
launched highly engineered drilling solutions. The remarkable
same excellent machining performance and productivity on
performance behind the indexable TopDrill and head
small diameter holes with a depth of 8xD.
changeable DrillRush, enables customers to enhance their
TaeguTec has released a new ML chip former for
productivity as well as profitability.
the Chase-8-Mill’s SQKU 07 insert. The new SQKU 07
ML chip former, with 8 cutting edges, is capable of 90°
Parting and grooving
step machining. The new ML chip former enables stable
The revolutionary TaeguTec clamp line is a multifunctional
machining with a lower cutting force, in order to provide
system that permits a host of operations such as parting,
excellent performance in a variety of workpieces and in harsh
external turning and grooving, precision grooving and
machining conditions.
recessing, face grooving and face turning, undercutting and
For more information contact TaeguTec SA on
slitting.
TEL: 011 362 1500 or visit www.taegutec.com
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Gühring South Africa upgrades
regrinding facility

It’s worth regrinding! “Take, for example, the solid carbide deep hole drill RT 100 T from Gühring: This is a deep hole drill with internal
cooling and a TiAIN coating. For the example, we have chosen the common dimension with a diameter of 10mm and a
diameter-length ratio of 25xD. Depending on wear, the tool can be reground three to five times.”

G

ühring South Africa first opened its regrind facility in
Port Elizabeth, Eastern Cape in late 1999. The 180m²
factory served its purposes until a new 873m² factory
was built in 2010 in the Greenbushes area of Port Elizabeth
and the company moved to these facilities.
“Gühring offers a complete reconditioning service for
carbide end mills, including refurbishing of used tools and the
addition of corner radius. In addition to standard helix end
mill designs, our reconditioning division can also recondition
Gühring variable flute and variable helix carbide end mills,”
explained Gerald Green, Managing Director of Gühring Cutting
Tools South Africa.

Upgrades and new equipment investments
Continuous improvement, maximum quality and
productivity are some of the principles by which Gühring
operate. In this regard, Gühring South Africa has invested
heavily in making sure it can deliver on these morals.
Continued Green: “Recently Gühring South Africa has added
a new cylindrical grinder, an energy efficient compressor, as
well as a wheel dressing machine capable of dressing single
and multiple wheel packs, thus improving efficiency.”
Further additions include a new laser engraving machine
and Green says: “We are also upgrading the coating facility
with a new coating plant including ancillary equipment such
as an automated washing
machine, etc. This equipment
has started arriving and should
be complete during the third
quarter of 2022.”

“Our free pick-up and drop-off service even picks up your used tool from you and after seven
to 10 working days you will get it back reconditioned. This fast implementation is only
possible through short distances.”
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62% cost savings by
regrinding your tools
“Used tools like new again
- this is what we offer you
through our regrinding service.
In our regrinding centre, we
restore the original geometries
and layers of the worn tools
and thus also their original
performance. This allows
you to reuse tools instead of
replacing them and reduce
your total cost of ownership:
For some Gühring tools, the 

cost savings due to
a new tool with which
regrinding are up to
you can continue
62 per cent!”
working with the
“Why should
same cutting values
you have your tool
and achieve identical
reconditioned when
results.”
it reaches the end
“Our free pick-up
of its lifetime? There
and drop-off service
are several reasons
even picks up your
for this: On the one
used tool from you
hand, we owe it to
and after seven to
the environment
10 working days
to use resources
you will get it back
sparingly, because
reconditioned. This
the global stocks
fast implementation
of raw materials for
is only possible
carbide tools (cobalt
through short
and tungsten) are
distances.”
limited. On the other
“And when your
hand, reprocessing
tool is finally worn
Gühring South Africa has recently added a new cylindrical grinder, an energy efficient
also makes sense in
out, we will even buy
compressor, as well as a wheel dressing machine capable of dressing single and multiple
terms of economic
back the carbide from
wheel packs to their facility in Port Elizabeth
efficiency,” said
you – to recycle it,”
Green.
concluded Green.
“Investing in a new tool every time you notice wear is
expensive - and also unnecessary for many solid carbide
Fourth generation
tools. Because the quality of the tool core and the cutting
Founded in 1898, Gühring has successfully evolved to
material has not changed. Only the cutting edges need to
take the place as one of the leading manufacturers and
be sharpened. The cost of such regrinding represents only a
suppliers of rotary cutting tools.
fraction of the purchase price for a new tool.”
Gottlieb Gühring started the company with 17 employees
manufacturing a small range of twist drills, spirit levels, screw
It’s worth regrinding!
clamps, fastening chains and plumb bobs. In 1964, the
“Take, for example, the solid carbide deep hole drill RT
current owner and Gottlieb’s grandson, Dr Jörg Gühring joined
100 T from Gühring: This is a deep hole drill with internal
the company. Today, Oliver Gühring represents the fourth
cooling and a TiAIN coating. For the example, we have chosen
generation of the family, sitting alongside his father as part of
the common dimension with a diameter of 10mm and a
a four-man executive board and taking responsibility for sales
diameter-length ratio of 25xD. Depending on wear, the tool
and marketing activities.
can be reground three to five times.”
Gühring has a presence now in most countries throughout
“The cost of a new tool plus three regrinding of this tool
the world. There are 46 sales companies globally, 31
is far below the cost that would be incurred for four new tools
production plants and 47 service centres and the tooling
in the same period. In this way, you can reduce the cost per
range has grown significantly comprising some 1 850 tool
tool by more than half with repeated regrinding. The diagram
types, including 45 000 standard tools.
illustrates how tool costs are reduced with each regrind.”
Headquartered in Albstadt, Germany, Gühring has three
“It is therefore worthwhile to obtain information about
facilities in this area: the original building where the business
the possibilities of reprocessing the tools when buying new
began which still manufactures HSS drills and special tooling;
tools. Because the regrinding of tools offers you the following
a fully functional PCD design and manufacturing facility;
advantages:
and a recently acquired factory in Onstmettingen that is
• Restoration of original quality
used exclusively for the assembly, service and support of its
• 100% performance
own range of grinding
• Increase in profitability
machines.
• Conservation of
In addition, a nearby
resources and the
complex in Sigmaringenenvironment
Laiz is home to four vital
aspects of Gühring’s
Same quality – four
business: R&D, OEM
times the service life
support, the manufacture
“When it comes to the
of carbide tools and taps
quality of the final product,
and apprentice training.
there is no difference
In its tap and threadmill
between the first regrind
manufacturing plant
and the third regrind at
alone, 60 000 taps are
Gühring. Our regrinding
manufactured from start
centres are equipped with
to finish every week.
the same grinding machines
Please contact
and coating systems as the new production facilities and as a
Gühring directly for reconditioning inquiries for non-Gühring
tool manufacturer, Gühring knows all the parameters needed
manufactured variable flute designs.
for the regrinding of your tools. This is how the regrinding is
For further details contact Gühring South Africa on
done with the original geometries and layers. You will receive
TEL: 041 372 2047/46/43/38 or email info@guhring.co.za
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Creating a robotic solution to meet
weighty component machining
challenges at Vula Drilling
Employing safety and flexibility when CNC machining a 45kg component.

The cell with a Doosan Puma SMX 3100S mill-turn, multi-axis,
multi-tasking machine and a Fanuc R-2000iB robotic system

W

orker safety is always the first priority when working
with new equipment or tools. However, manual loading
of heavy housings or components onto a machine
for further processing should be treated with equal caution,
if not more so. It is one thing lifting 45 kilograms of weights
above your head while lying on a bench in the gym, in fact it
is a relatively easy task for most fit humans, but it is another
trying to load the same amount of weight into the jaws on a
CNC machine while you are at full stretch frontwards. It can be
done but with difficulty and the chances of the operator over
balancing and damaging the machine or component, or worse
still injuring him or herself, are high.
This was the problem Vula Drilling (Pty) Ltd faced when
moving to series production of their new down-the-hole
drilling (DTH) bits. A down-the-hole drill is basically a powerful
pneumatic hammer screwed on the bottom of a drill string.
The fast hammer action breaks hard rock into small flakes
and dust and is blown clear by the air exhaust from the DTH
hammer. The DTH hammer is one of the fastest ways to drill
hard rock. Now smaller portable drill cat drilling rigs with DTH
hammers can drill as fast as much larger truck rigs with this
newer technology.
“Increasingly the owners in the mineral exploration
and mining industries are looking at costs such as energy
expenditure, and like many other industries in South Africa
they have been exposed to cheap imports from countries such
as China. We had taken a decision to manufacture our own
range of rock drill bits for use on pneumatic rock drills, as
well as threaded bits used in mechanised drilling, as a locally
manufactured alternative to these cheap imports that were
flooding the local market,” explained Otto Coetzer, Director of
Vula Drilling.
“To meet these expectations of cost reductions and
12 METALWORKING NEWS
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The Fanuc R-2000iB robotic system moving a final machined
component to a removable storage trolley

competition we had to have an in-depth look at our
manufacturing setup. Our experience in manufacturing drill
bits for the mining industry originated back in 1998 when we
started to manufacture taper drill bit bodies for some of the
major role players in the industry.”
“Even though we had many years of experience we knew
we could improve on our processes. With an array of both
large and small CNC turning and machining centers, we are
well equipped to perform almost any CNC machining operation
within our facility.”
Doosan Puma SMX 3100S mill-turn multi-tasking
machine
“To achieve these objectives we introduced new CNC
machining equipment, amongst others. In 2017 we purchased
a Doosan Puma SMX 3100S mill-turn, multi-axis, multi-tasking
machine, which integrates the capabilities of a vertical
machining center and a horizontal turning center into one
platform.”
“Although not fully dedicated to the manufacture of our
new product the DTH drill bits, which are manufactured in two
versions – a 165mm and a 171mm diameter in QL60 and
DHD 360 shanks – the majority of the machining time was
taken up by the machining of the drill bit body.”
Not satisfied with loading/unloading - worker safety
compromised
“Workholding solutions vary almost as much as
applications. This gives shops the ability to choose
workholding that’s targeted to their needs, prioritising
different factors depending on the type of work they do. Job
shops that handle high-mix, low-volume work will place a high
value on flexibility in workholding. Production shops seek


Vula Drilling had to design their own storage removable trolleys for
holding the rough machined components and a separate trolley for
the final machined components, in the same location of the cell.

workholding that will increase throughput by working with
automation systems. Shops that do five-axis machining need
specialised workholding that provide access to five sides of
a workpiece for machining. And those that handle delicate
workpieces, or parts that require access to the full outer
diameter for machining can benefit from ID workholding.”
“Despite these gains, manual loading of components that
weigh many kilograms continued to be an obstacle to more
substantial throughput improvements. Although operators
used cranes to move bulky material to and from the machine
and fixtures, the machine loading process remained both time

The Fanuc R-2000iB robotic system removing the DTH drill
bit from the sub spindle

consuming and physically taxing on the operator. We had to
come up with a solution.”
“There is increased risk any time a worker comes into
contact with pinch points which are present when loading raw
materials or when unloading finished parts from a machine.
Worker safety can be improved with CNC machine tending
robots because they are designed specifically to tend to
multiple machine tasks. In addition to safety improvements,
uptime can be improved compared to manual loading and
unloading times. Robotic machine tending can be utilised
for bin picking, grinding, milling, turning, polishing, welding, 
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Senior design engineer and project leader Werner van Aardt with
Otto Coetzer, Director of Vula Drilling

The DTH drill bits are manufactured in two versions – a 165mm
and a 171mm diameter in QL60 and DHD 360 shanks

deburring and parts cleaning.”
“Many are investing in machine shop automation to
redeploy employees to tasks of higher value and using
robotics to handle more mundane shop processes and even
intricate detail work. Robotic machining is a manufacturing
technology alternative to CNC machining to lower the overall
costs, especially in large scale part manufacturing industries.
Using robots for machining, implies many advantages. By
using the flexibility robots have to offer, versatility can be
provided. Nevertheless, there are several challenges to
overcome to introduce a robotic solution that will suite your
application.”
“However, CNC robotic equipment isn’t intuitive to the
location of humans (yet) like cobots, and safety measures
must be taken into account to protect against accidental
injury. Protective cages, safety fencing and guards are reliable
ways to increase operator and bystander safety without
slowing down your machine’s production.”
“When we began this automation project we had no
experience with machine-tending robots, but it was clear that
an automated process was needed. Some components are
heavy, cumbersome or awkward for handling by humans,
leading to increased worker injury and costly component
damage. CNC machine handling robots can be configured
with various mounting options to handle heavy payloads
and reduce risks to employee safety. They can also improve
employee ergonomics.”

future relevant. For example we have set up the programme to
accommodate the heaviest possible component but scaled it
down to suite our component.”

Robotic Innovations approach
“Through our research we discovered Robotic Innovations,
who are very active in the industrial and manufacturing arena
specialising in robotic system integration and designing
turnkey automation systems for a number of manufacturing
applications. As is the case in many of these new, industry
specific challenges there is never an off-the-shelf solution.”
“Besides being very specific as to what we wanted from
the solution, to compound our challenge our Doosan Puma
SMX 3100S mill-turn was not setup for robotic association or
tendering, which is almost standard with most manufacturers’
CNC machining equipment these days.”
“It was a challenge because although Robotic Innovations
are robotic system integrators, they are not manufacturers or
designers of CNC machine tools like our Doosan Puma SMX
3100S mill-turn.”
“It was a huge learning curve for all of us and we knew
that the solution and software programming would be a first
and unique to our situation but with adaptability and also be
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Having fun while learning to incorporate a Fanuc
R-2000iB robotic system into a machining operation
“When we embarked on this project we appointed our
senior design engineer, Werner van Aardt, as project leader
and he was assisted by Lyle Ireland, a recently graduated
mechanical engineer.”
“I insisted that they make it a fun project while learning
but not to be scared of incorporating their own intellectual
property. The result is that they have incorporated some
technology that would not normally be associated with robotic
machine tending.”
“This includes a matrix for the Fanuc R-2000iB robotic
system to make decisions for itself, with the help of sensors,
a function to carry out our own traceability engraving and
recording and a simple function like the sounding of a buzzer
to alert an operator that the component trolley needs to be
attended to. Due to the relatively long machining cycle time,
this would give us the option to reload timeously and run 24
hours of unattended machining when required.”
“However, we had to design our own removable storage
trolleys for holding the rough machined components and a
separate trolley for the final machined components, in the
same location of the cell. Effectively removing components
from the trolley proved to be one of the most challenging
aspects of the automation project. Before a robot can grip and
remove a component, it must first determine the component’s
position. Each trolley contains a row of four components. The
robot must know not only the component’s X-Y location in a
row, but also its exact height before gripping it.”
“Sensors help the robot to accurately locate the
component before removing it and also to deposit it after
machining. A laser sensor mounted on the robot determines
the X-Y location of the component it is attempting to pick.
Once that component has been located, the robot probes
the top of the component to determine its true Z level. It
then positions its grippers above the component and closes
them to secure and remove the workpiece and then place it
accurately in the chuck on the machine.”
“The removable trolleys lock into the cell and have been
designed to accommodate various size components as well as
the same component.”
“As the Doosan Puma SMX 3100S has a main and sub
spindle, the robot was programmed to be able to load and


offload from the different spindles, depending on the stage of
manufacture of the components.”
“There are some other duties the robot has to perform
that requires no human interference, such as the opening
and closing of the machine door and the brief rotation of the
component so any excess cutting fluid or chips are discarded.”
Due to complex movements during the loading and
unloading cycle, the project team decided to break it down
into a series of subprogrammes which simplifies the manual
operation, programme optimisation and fault finding.
“The project began in July 2020 and was commissioned
by mid-December
of the same
year. Further
optimisation and
improvements
followed and the
project went into
series production
by April 2021.”
“The cell
features an
intriguing
layout and
interesting mix of
technologies. The
machine-tending
robot also takes
advantage of
advanced sensor
technology. We
have had to be
creative and
introduce new
thinking for
the grippers to
accommodate
for the different
dimensions of
the products
before and after
machining.”
“We are now
competitive with
international
processes but still
have obstacles
to overcome.
The steel for
example is not
manufactured
locally and has
to be imported,
which attracts
import duties
as where the
complete
manufactured DTH
drill bits imported
from China has
no duty is payable
even though the
same drill bits are
made locally.”
“Done
incorrectly
automation

can introduce more problems than it solves. Robot arms,
pallet systems and other forms of automation are designed
to replicate processes established by humans, so before
introducing an automation system, manufacturers need to
ensure that their processes are solid.”
“Nonetheless, applications to date demonstrate the extent
to which automation in general is expanding to include the
previously impractical or impossible.”
For further details contact Vula Drilling on
TEL: 011 845 3031 or visit www.vuladrilling.co.za
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What a high-powered 30kW

Penta fiber laser means for Fast Flame Profiling
It’s more than just cutting thick materials. It’s also about cutting process time.
First of its kind in South Africa.

F

abricators don’t have
cutting machines were
to be an expert in fiber
deemed the tool necessary
laser cutting technology
to process the plate quickly
to know that if they can cut
and efficiently. Only a
6mm sheet with a 4kW laser,
few years later fiber laser
they can cut it faster with an
technology was introduced
8kW laser power source. Now
and its adoption rate
think what they can do with
exploded by the middle
a 30kW fiber laser cutting
of this decade. Without
machine.
the need to worry about
Those choices are
mirror or lens cleaning,
available for metal fabricators
bellow checks and beam
today, but to focus solely
alignments, fabricators
on thick metal cutting with
found a new cutting
these new high-powered
tool that required little
fiber lasers would be wrong.
maintenance and that cost
These 10, 12 and even 15kW
about half of what a CO2
Fast Flame Profiling has purchased a high-powered 30kW Penta fiber laser system cost to run.
machines can do much more
from African Lazer Solutions to replace a CO2 machine that was
than cut thick materials, even
The fiber laser
becoming ‘tired’. Spares to keep the machine going have also become very
if that may be the first thing
also produces a beam
expensive, according to the company
that comes to mind for a
wavelength that is about 10
metal fabricator when talking about these powerful machine
times shorter than the 10-micron beam wavelength associated
tools. The reality is that a large majority of metal fabricating
with a CO2 resonator. This focused beam produces a higher
companies process metal that is 6mm or thinner. There simply
power density that, when coupled with the technology’s
aren’t a lot of service centres requiring laser cutting of very
higher absorption rate, translates into cutting speeds that
thick and specialty metals. Those types of applications are
greatly outpaces that of a CO2 laser, particularly in material
not abundant and usually they are done via plasma or oxyfuel
thicknesses less than 6mm.
cutting or in the case of really thick plate via waterjet cutting.
With fiber laser technology manufacturers can increase
The story of high-powered fiber laser technology is about
the power of these machine tools with the addition of laserdecreasing process time in laser cutting. That’s why we are
producing modules. (In the modules, light emitted from
seeing metal fabricators buying one high-powered laser cutting
semiconductor diodes are excited in ytterbium-doped fiber
machine to replace two or even three older lasers. They can get
optics until the laser is produced; all of the modules are spliced
parts off the laser bed faster and cheaper than they ever could
to an active fiber, which is then used to deliver the laser beam.)
before.
That’s why the recent rise in wattages has occurred so quickly.
From a pure technology point of view, adding power is not
A closer look at how we got here
complex. In fact, fiber laser welding systems today can exceed
It was only in the mid-2000s when high-powered CO2 laser
100kW in some instances.


The new 30kW Penta fiber laser has a 12m by 3m shuttle
bed system and can cut carbon steel up to 70mm and
stainless steel up to 100mm
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Large plate that has been cut on the new 30kW Penta fiber laser

The reason that
organised for an assembly
fabricators don’t have
line-type of production,
100kW systems on their
and quality control can
shop floors is that the beam
be automated. Paperwork
delivery systems just can’t
becomes so repetitious
handle that much power.
that the only change may
That’s why so much research
be the date and customer
is being done in cutting head
information. Cost studies
design. Each laser cutting
are simplified and rarely
system manufacturer is
required. Personnel training
looking to produce a reliable
can be standardised. All
cutting head that can deliver
this combined allows the
With the popularity of fiber lasers and the growth of demand for medium
the fiber laser beam for an
mass producer to know the
to thick plate processing, high-power laser cutting machines are giving
extended amount of time
cost of everyday operation,”
you advantages and are gradually becoming the new market favourites.
in the face of harsh cutting
said Mike van Zyl, MD and
Compared to small and medium power laser cutting machines, highconditions, which is more
founder of Fast Flame
power laser cutting machines for plates of the same thickness are more
than likely to occur when
Profiling.
efficient. In addition, along with the significant increase in the power,
cutting thick materials.
“Conversely, job shops
the cutting process has also undergone a revolutionary upgrade,
In recent years
must calculate the costs
ensuring cutting efficiency while greatly reducing the cost
of processing for users, and also solving the big problems
those same machine
on almost all projects. The
associated with unstable cutting of thick carbon steel plates
tool manufacturers have
shop’s machinery can sit
developed cutting head
idle during some jobs, while
optics that can modulate the beam size during cutting. This
other jobs require using every piece of available equipment.
technology development has propelled fiber laser cutting
This equipment can cost millions of dollars, and only a few
machines from being strictly a tool for cutting thin sheet metal.
shops have equipment large enough for some projects,”
As material gets thicker, a wider beam is needed to create
continued van Zyl.
more kerf so that molten metal can be removed.
“Fast Flame Profiling typifies what this type of job shop is
all about. Nearly no two jobs are alike, and dynamic innovation
What high-powered fiber lasers mean for a fabricating
is what drives the business. The skill level in such a shop
shop
must exceed that of an operation that produces the same
So how powerful of a fiber laser does a fabricator need? A
item every day, a practice that soon becomes automatic and
company should look at the typical thickness range that makes
even mundane. In the job shop, the worker must be familiar
up 80 per cent of its work. If it’s really thin gauge, a 15kW laser
with multiple fabrication methods and mechanical variations.
is not likely needed. (Even if a shop had a 15kW fiber laser, it
Every employee requires problem-solving skills, because there
would turn down the power to 6kW and cut that thin material at
is often no precedent for reference. True job shops are rapidly
a very fast speed and at low cost).
disappearing, and with it the older skill
Keep in mind that a fabricator with a high-powered machine
sets are going away with the retirees. Technical schools are not
can produce more parts per hour and the part cost plummets
able to teach what has been passed down for generations.”
as the power goes up. But this occurs only if the laser cutting
“However, we reached a stage with our existing CO2
machine is quick enough to maximise the power of the
machine where it was becoming ‘tired’ and spares to keep
machine.
the machine going have become very expensive. Successful
maintenance is not about fixing things. It’s about not having
What is meant by quick?
to fix things. Fabricators aren’t interested in keeping a lot of
Operating costs probably will go up as the power level on
inventory of any kind, whether it be raw sheet metal stock or
a fiber laser cutting machine goes up. Generally, doubling the
replacement parts for equipment. But some machinery, such
power increases laser operating costs by 20 to 30 per cent.
as a laser cutter, is an integral part of the fabricating mix for a
That’s why it’s so important that the fiber laser is operating at
shop. That’s why fabricators need to make smart decisions on
peak efficiencies, so that part cycle time can be decreased to
which spare parts to keep. But when you are forced to only use
offset the higher operating costs. By decreasing cycle time, a
imported spare parts that is when you make an
fabricator can reduce the impact of variable and fixed costs
even smarter decision and invest in new equipment.”
and increase profitability.
“We already have a Bystronic
Luckily, fiber lasers cut fast.
10kW fiber laser with an
Just watch them race up and
automated loading and unloading
down a piece of sheet metal at an
system so we are very familiar
exhibition.
with the speed and thickness of
material it can cut as compared to
Why did Fast Flame Profiling
our 4kW fiber laser.”
purchase a high-powered 30kW
“Obviously this laser gave us
Penta fiber laser?
extra capacity at the time but
“Very few real job shops exist
three years later our position
today. That is job shops that offer
has changed in terms of having
the variety of services that can
to replace equipment while
process metal from flat sheet to
also looking for more capacity,
profile cutting. Most fabricators
capability and being more
prefer to engage in producing
productive. Cost of the machine
multiples of the same product,
and spares also have to be taken
With the new machine Fast Flame Profiling are able to cut
which minimises engineering time
into consideration.”
bevels into plate for weld preparation

and tooling costs. Facilities are
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30kW Penta fiber laser. First of its kind in South Africa
“With the popularity of fiber lasers and the growth of
demand for medium to thick plate processing high-power laser
cutting machines are giving you advantages and are gradually
becoming the new market favourites. Compared to small
and medium power laser cutting machines, high-power laser
cutting machines for plates of the same thickness are more
efficient. In addition, along with the significant increase in the
power, the cutting process has also undergone a revolutionary
upgrade, ensuring cutting efficiency while greatly reducing the
cost of processing for users, and also solving the big problems
associated with unstable cutting of thick carbon steel plates.”
“We decided to invest in a 30kW Penta fiber laser that we
have purchased from African Lazer Solutions because of all
the advantages it offers us.”
“The Penta Laser company is a joint venture between the
Italian El.En. Group, based in Firenze, Italy and the Chutian
Laser Group, based in Wuhan City, Hubei Province, China.
Ties between the two companies go back to 2007 when the
first joint venture was announced. However, the Penta Laser
Equipment company was only established in 2013. In 2019
the El.En. Group strengthened its presence in China in the
laser cutting systems business by acquiring the minority
shareholders for cash and subsequently became the 100 per
cent owner.”
“This association gave us confidence in our purchase
decision because the Italians are well-known manufacturers
of quality equipment in the metal processing industries. The
material handling system that we purchased with our 10kW
fiber laser is Italian manufactured.”
“Additionally, one manufacturer in China recently

purchased 30 of the Penta Laser 30kW machines, the same
machine as we have purchased. That says something.”
“The machine has a 12m by 3m shuttle bed system and
can cut carbon steel up to 70mm and stainless steel up to
100mm. We have not tested these parameters yet as the
machine was only installed in May 2022.”
Nitrogen assist and bevel cutting
“Laser cutting with nitrogen as an assist gas is still the
No. 1 choice for applications in which edge quality is critical.
Air carries with it a substantial return on investment for
those employing fiber lasers or those cutting stainless steel.
The intense heat of fiber lasers, combined with injected air,
creates cuts without producing an oxide formation on the cut
surface. This means that secondary clean-up operations are
significantly reduced or even eliminated.”
“With the new machine we are also able to cut bevels into
plate for weld preparation.”
“Not all metal fabricators need a high-powered laser,
particularly if it doesn’t have enough work to load its current
laser cutting machine. For example, if the shop’s laser cutting
work load is not expected to grow and consumes just half of
a work shift, then paying for a more powerful laser to reduce
the work load to a quarter of a shift likely won’t deliver a good
return on investment.”
“But if metal fabricators are maximising their current laser
cutting capacity and looking to possibly add another shift, they
definitely should take a look at high-powered lasers. This is
particularly true if they are using older laser technology.”
For further details contact Fast Flame Profiling on
TEL: 011 866 1740 or visit www.fastflame.co.za
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U&L Engineering increases
capabilities and capacity for
large part machining

B

y adding new machines, this company has earned new
business they wouldn’t even have considered in the
past and that allowed them to deliver large precision-

machined parts to their customers much faster than ever
before.
U&L Engineering has been repairing, overhauling and
remanufacturing equipment in the
field for some years now. “We’ve
made investments and upgrades
in our equipment and technology,
allowing us to competitively carry out
the external work for our clients in the
mining, construction, earth-moving
and agriculture industries that use
our rebuilding and reconditioning
services,” explained Ulrich Olivier, U&L
Engineering’s owner.
“We have been rebuilding equipment
since the company was established in
2006. For the equipment owners and
operators, rebuilding makes economic
sense. Simple economics dictate that
there are always going to be customers
who are going to be rebuilding
machines, especially in this economic
climate.”
“Of the rebuilding that we do
hydraulic cylinders take up quite a bit of
our time and capacity. We can replace
the barrel, rod, rod eyes, head/seal
In June 2022 U&L Engineering installed a Sino SP2240, a gantry type
areas, hydraulic lines and connections,
CNC double column machining center with a direct driven spindle, Fanuc OiMF CNC control
or custom-fabricate new cylinders to
plus a Renishaw NC4 probe and RMP60 spindle probe. The machine was supplied
spec,” explained Olivier.
by WD Hearn Machine Tools
“Hydraulic cylinders are used in a
multitude of applications and come in
a number of different sizes. We have
been repairing, refurbishing, rebuilding
and manufacturing new hydraulic
cylinders, pins, bushes, dog bones and
toggle links for several years including
hydraulic cylinders for challenging
applications in the most difficult of
environmental conditions. We rebuild to
OEM spec.”
“For some time we wanted to include
the larger, more complex components
needed for construction equipment,
farm machinery, valves, power
generation and today's growing number
of other large products in our range
of services. It is an area that we have
been gaining traction in but we have not
pushed it too much because we haven’t
really had the equipment to do the large
part machining.”
“We have now developed a new
strategy for larger-scale automated
The machine has XYZ travels of 4 200mm by 2 250mm +200mm by 1 000mm, work table
machining operations. We are focussing
size 4 000mm by 1 800mm, a maximum load of 12 tons, BT50 spindle, rapid feeds
on two needs: Acquire CNC machines 
of 10 000mm/min, power of 18.5/22kW and 24/32pcs tool magazine
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Arriving in August is a Leadwell LTC-60 CNC lathe. The turning center has a maximum turning diameter of 810mm, a swing of
920mm, an X axis travel of 400mm + 28mm and a 6 000mm maximum turning length. Equipped with a powerful 37kW/1 500rpm
spindle, a bar capacity of 117mm, a hydraulic tailstock and a 12 station (24-position) turret. It is the biggest machine
of its kind in the Leadwell brand to be installed locally by WD Hearn Machine Tools

that are simple to programme and operate, yet providing the
versatility needed by a contract machining services company,
and acquire machine tools with the rigidity and strength to
produce large parts with uniform, precise accuracy under
the continuous cutting forces experienced with automatic
operation.”
“This strategy not only increases our capability but it also
increases our capacity, which we had already started to do
when we acquired two more Hurco CNC lathes.”
“Installed now in June 2022 was a Sino SP2240, a gantry
type CNC double column machining center with a direct
driven spindle, Fanuc OiMF CNC control plus a Renishaw NC4
probe and RMP60 spindle probe.”
“The machine has XYZ travels of 4 200mm by 2 250mm
+200mm by 1 000mm, work table size 4 000mm by 1
800mm, a maximum load of 12 tons, BT50 spindle, rapid
feeds of 10 000mm/min, power of 18.5/22kW and 24/32pcs
tool magazine.”
“This machine is suitable for milling, boring, drilling,
threading of ferrous and non-ferrous metals and it can finish
the various processes with only one installation of the work
piece, thus ensuring the quality of products and production
efficiency.”
“When the company wanted to find machine tools able
to expand its precision machining capabilities for large
workpieces, we looked for a machine with the structural
rigidity that we knew would be needed. This machine has
both high-rigidity and accuracy.”
“Large-part machining presents different challenges.
You can define large-part machining as any component that
is too heavy or bulky for a single human being to move the
part to another location quickly, or too large to fit within the
work zone of the most commonly available CNC machine
tools. Parts such as these could apply to almost any industry,
though aircraft, construction, power generation, mining and
oil drilling are ready examples of industries that commonly
have a need for very large machined parts. In large-part
machining, much of the challenge has to do with performing
as much of the work as possible in a single setup.”
Leadwell LTC-60 CNC lathe with 6 000mm between
centres travel
“Arriving in August is our Leadwell LTC-60 CNC lathe. The
turning center has a maximum turning diameter of 810mm,
a swing of 920mm, an X axis travel of 400mm + 28mm
and a 6 000mm maximum turning length. Equipped with a
powerful 37kW/1 500rpm spindle, a bar capacity of 117mm,

a hydraulic tailstock and a 12 station (24-position) turret,
the Leadwell LTC-60 is a high-accuracy lathe that can take
on a range of different machining operations and machine
complex parts in one setup.”
“This new horizontal turning center investment takes
us into another league for lathe work in South Africa. It is
the biggest machine of its kind in the Leadwell brand to
be installed locally by WD Hearn Machine Tools, who also
installed our Sino SP2240, a gantry type CNC double column
machining center.”
“It will open up doors for us in a range of industries, such
as rail, oil and gas and general subcontracting that we have
not been in before.”
“Our Sunnen’s HTA tube hone is suited for a wide range of
applications, including reconditioning of hydraulic cylinders,
die casting shot tubes, plastics extruder barrels and gas
flow meter tubes up to 4 000mm. Now we can perform any
extra external machining operations on these tube-shaped
components when required. But primarily we will be looking
to do turning work on large shafts on the new machine.”
“These combinations of machine size, strength and
automatic operation are helping us earn new business that
we couldn’t even consider in the past. In other cases, the
new technologies allow us to deliver large precision-machined
parts to our customers much faster than ever before.”
“We made the strategic decision not just to increase our
machining capacity – but to increase our capabilities too.
Besides onsite repairs and overhauls within the heavy plant
industry, we could carry out work in the marine, offshore,
petrochemical and other heavy industrial sectors.”
With a well-equipped machine shop, U&L Engineering
offer repairs and manufacture of buckets, H-frames,
A-frames, dippers/booms, track tensioners, pins and bushes,
final drive, wheel stations and any other components that
they get requests for. The company also has the ability to
repair, overhaul and remanufacture booms, sticks, track
frames on dozers, front-end loaders, scrapper hitches,
tractors, excavators, haul trucks and many others.
U&L Engineering carries over 400 service exchange
cylinders, pins and bushes for all various equipment brands
such as CAT, Hitachi, Komatsu and Volvo. The company is
striving to become a complete ‘One-stop’ engineering repairs
and manufacturing workshop.
For further details contact U&L Engineering on
TEL: 011 968 9815 or 084 250 2248 or visit
www.ulengineering.co.za
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Walter Meano Engineering installs
Aberlink Axiom CMM

C

oordinate
supplies CNC machined
measuring
components to the
machines (CMMs)
mining equipment,
have been around
automotive and
since the 1960s.
defence industries and
In most precision
is the manufacturer
manufacturing
and distributor of the
facilities, the CMM
VersaFlo range of
is the company’s
pumps. The VersaFlo
chief dimensional
VSE vertical spindle
measurement device
pump range was
that is traceable to the
developed using
standards maintained
over 40 years of
by the national
experience gained
standards authority of
with the Pompie and
the relevant country.
VPM air driven pumps
Most CMMs are used
and the VPM electric
to verify dimensional
vertical spindle pump.
accuracy for quality
Located in Germiston
control (QC) and firstin a 2 400m² factory,
article inspection, the
the company has 23
Walter Meano Engineering has installed an Aberlink Axiom CMM. The machine
function of checking
Okuma CNC milling and
has been supplied by Caldeaz Manufacturing Technologies. The Axiom CMM
the first part produced
turning machines, an
has a bed size of 600mm by 900mm and a component with a height of
by a manufacturing
Okuma CNC grinder
500mm and a weight of up to 300kg can be measured as a standard
process to verify that
and a Feranti 3D CNC
it is meeting tolerance
coordinate measuring
requirements. Inspection with a CMM provides data for
machine at its disposal. With SolidWorks CAD, SolidWorks
in-process measurements to ensure dimensional integrity from
Flow and Mastercam machining software, WME can
operation to operation and to satisfy traceability requirements.
manufacture to specific customer needs.
CMMs are also used to perform gage repeatability and
“After investing heavily in enhancing our machining
reproducibility (R&R) studies, 2D and
capabilities, our Aberlink CNC
3D scanning, part sorting, reverse
CMM will allow our busy inspection
engineering and a host of other tasks.
department to keep pace with
By some estimates, the global
increased throughput and to inspect
installed base of CMMs is over 150
our high-accuracy parts to the
000 units. During the past several
required levels of precision. Also, the
decades, CMMs have become
Aberlink’s ability to generate in-depth
faster, more accurate and more
inspection reports and documentation
affordable. While there has been
will help us with our traceability
much speculation that CMMs are
records,” continued Börner.
becoming obsolete, the opposite is
“Another factor is the easy-totrue. Today, CMMs are more versatile
use Aberlink software and the fact
and functional than ever before.
that there is no maintenance on the
“Companies need advanced
software, updates get supplied as it is
measurement solutions that enable
developed by the Aberlink Engineering
them to guarantee the reliability of
team. While you measure a part the
key processes such as validating
programme gets written as you go
the quality of manufactured parts
along or you can also programme
and obtaining data for analysis
the machine offline from another
and critical decision making.
computer.”
Thus, manufacturers usually
“The Axiom CMM has a bed size of
employ quality control equipment
600mm by 900mm and a component
such as a Coordinate Measuring
with a height of 500mm and a weight
Machine (CMM) that is high
of up to 300kg can be measured
technological value equipment
as a standard. If you are measuring
designed to calculate the geometric
smaller components the fixtures
characteristics of an object,” said
allow you to simultaneously measure
Detlev Börner, Managing Director of
up to 60 components with the same
Walter Meano Engineering.
repeatability. The Axiom can be used
Walter Meano Engineering is the manufacturer and
Walter Meano Engineering (WME)
with touch trigger probe, continuous 
distributor of the VersaFlo range of pumps
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Walter Meano Engineering supplies CNC machined
components to the mining equipment, automotive and
defence industries

tolerance components.”
“For all their advancements, CMMs have long been the
source of bottlenecks and frustration on the manufacturing
floor. Machine tools may sit idle for hours, even days, waiting
for the inspection results from the QC lab prior to
the production. It’s not hard to understand why many
production managers would like to see CMMs taken out
of the QC lab and put onto the manufacturing floor.”
For further details contact Walter Meano Engineering
on TEL: 011 873 8620 or visit www.wme.co.za

contact scanning
probe or with
Aberlink’s
revolutionary noncontact camera
system.”
“The machine
has been supplied
by Caldeaz
Manufacturing
Technologies.”
Located in an
environmentally
controlled facility
“To follow best
practices our new
CMM machine
is located in an
environmentally
controlled facility.
We have done
this so as to make
it an enclosure
with control
systems that
meet a variety of
environmental
and cleanliness
requirements
when measuring
high-tolerance
components.”
“Precise
temperature
control can be
maintained
with cooling
systems for lower
temperature
requirements and
humidity can be
regulated. As can
the dust.”
“We are now
confident that
our machines
can machine
with positional
accuracies of
+/-0.5 micron,
which enables
us to meet the
requirements of
clients with highMETALWORKING NEWS
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World-first patented launch

of leak-proof oxyfuel system at
compressed gas safety conference

F

irst Cut, Messer Cutting Systems, Gas Safety
International and BED collaborate in developing new
safety valve, torch and process that will lessen the
possibility of a gas leakage taking place due to either worker
negligence or an accidental breakage in the compressed gas
supply line.
This new development in gas safety usage in the field of
metal cutting is a world-first and has been registered as a
patent to cover the whole world for the three elements that
make up the system – the safety valve, the torch and the

process. Referred to as the Safety Advanced Technology (SAT)
system, the development has been championed by Peter
Rohlssen, Managing Director of Gas Safety International
(GSI), a strong proponent of safety usage and training when
using compressed gas in any situation, not just in the cutting
sphere.
Rohlssen is adamant that stringent safety rules are
critical when it comes to working with any gas or oxygen,
irrespective of the sector.
“We improve gas safety through our strict adherence to

Peter Rohlssen, the highly respected owner of GSI and Axel
Vogelsang, Key Account Manager Western Europe and Africa,
Messer Cutting Systems gave some very interesting demonstrations
on gas safety at the Gas Safety Conference held in June 2022

John Emholz, Global CEO and President of Messer Cutting Systems,
with Martin Zeller, International Sales Manager of
Messer Cutting Systems

Peter Rohlssen (centre) of Gas Safety International with
Adam van Staden and Ben Pieters, both of CNC Engineering, the
company that is doing all of the machining of the new valves

Jan Viljoen of Bolt and Engineering Distributors, Ian McCrystal
of First Cut, Mike Giltrow of Bolt and Engineering Distributors
and Axel Vogelsang of Messer Cutting Systems
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ADVERTORIAL

CAST PRODUCT SA

Saving a leading engineering

company through business rescue

C

ast Products SA has been under the
control of the turnaround team of
Engaged Business Turnaround and
Chrisyd Advisory Services for five months,
after the firms were appointed to manage
its business rescue in late January 2022.
The business rescue brought together
a team of vastly experienced steel
and foundry industry professionals to
restructure and reposition the business
for future growth. The team can proudly
state that the company has been stabilised
through an intensive operationally-focused
turnaround, and is achieving the monthly
financial targets envisaged by the business
rescue plan which was approved by 100%
of creditors on 26 April 2022.
Cast Products SA was originally a
division of Scaw Metals which was sold by
Anglo American in 2012 to a consortium led
by the Industrial Development Corporation
(IDC). In 2018, Scaw Metals was unbundled into three entities
each with their own strategic equity partners. These entities
were the rolled products and wire business which were retained
in the Scaw entity, the grinding media business which became
GMSA, and the foundry division which became Cast Products
SA. At the time Cast Products SA teamed up with US-based
Amsted Rail as its strategic equity partner, under whose licence
it still produces train wheels for Transnet.
Following the 2018 unbundling, the management of Cast
Products was tasked with turning the business around. The
business however continued to show losses in the region of
R300m - R400m per annum for the next four years; losses
which had to be funded by a continuous stream of shareholder
money from the IDC.
The business rescue plan adopted in April requires the IDC
to inject another R160m during the remainder of the financial
The products on offer by Cast Products SA include the following:

year ending in March 2023, after which
the plan shows that the company will turn
profitable and generate positive cash flow
monthly.
The business of Cast Products SA
has substantial capacity through which it
can service large players in the mining,
engineering, rail transport, construction
and power generation industries. Its ability
to produce castings from five kilograms up
to fifty tons positions it uniquely as an endto-end casting solution.
The company still has some of the best
equipment and technologies in Southern
Africa for generating high volumes of
quality products and castings.
The turnaround team is restoring
the foundries to their former glory. Cast
Products is producing more and more
quality products every month for its now
expanding client base, supported by the
improved cashflows and the increased orders being received as
customers recognise its new financial footing.
The company produces for both the local and export
markets. As a result of present demand from Eskom and
Transnet being fairly low, the turnaround team has prioritised
the development and expansion of export markets for its
products. The company counts General Electric Transportation
in the United States amongst its clients for whom it is presently
accelerating the production and export of locomotive frames.
This is a significant vote of confidence in Cast Products SA.
The company’s local demand is being driven primarily by the
mining sector, buoyant as a result of the commodities boom
and its ability to deliver increasingly large orders.
The final phase of the business rescue, which is projected
to commence in March 2023, will involve concluding a possible
deal with a strategic equity partner to acquire a stake in Cast
Products SA. The strategic equity partner
will invest in taking the company forward and
unlocking its full potential for the benefit of its
stakeholders and the industrial base of South
Africa as a whole.
Casting is a superb value-creating industry,
converting raw materials like scrap steel into a
versatile range of products used in numerous
industries. With Cast Products SA presently
employing approximately 830 people, the
turnaround team is focused on saving jobs,
retaining skills and providing the business
with a sustainable structure to drive future
growth. The team is leading the company to
the point where it can once again assume
its rightful place amongst the best value and
employment generating assets in Southern
Africa.
Contact Cast Products South Africa on
Tel: 011 842 9000, or email
info@castproducts.co.za,
www.castproducts.co.za
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compliance regulations, as
valve does not end up in the
well as providing clients with
US.”
the benefit of our significant
“The valve is machined
industry experience via our
from a nylon block and has
gas safety training and risk
similar characteristics to
audits. Gas safety standards
brass. After initially only
must be applied in any
having six closing inserts we
sector where gas is used,
have increased these to 10
including welding. It should
meet international standards.
however be noted that the
The inlet and outlet
applications are certainly
connections are machined
broader than the industrial
brass components. All of this
sphere alone. They also
machining is done by local
include the mining, medical,
South African engineering
pharmaceutical, agricultural,
company CNC Engineering.”
domestic and many other
“Messer Cutting Systems
markets,” said Rohlssen.
are experts in the cutting
“Extensive work and
systems field and they were
research has gone into the
tasked to develop a torch
safety aspects of the torch,
that would complement our
the regulators and the
system and this they have
cylinders, when working with
done. Their research was
compressed gas. Equally
also extensive and it also
there are regulations for
had to take into account
the supply hoses used
that operators are averse to
between the torch and the
changes to the equipment
cylinder and the connectors.
they are used to such as
But what happens when
weight, length and the
there is a breakage, either
operational elements.”
through negligence or
“Through the fouraccident, in the supply
company cooperation we as
hose? Without knowing
GSI will continue to develop
this there will definitely be
the system and promote
a gas leakage when the
it throughout industry.
cylinder is turned on, which
Messer Cutting Systems will
compromises safety and has
manufacture the torches as
The new demand valve, which has a diaphragm inside it, sits directly
the possibility of causing a
well as market the whole
after the regulator and operates at 24 bar pressure to meet local and
fatality or fatalities.”
system throughout the rest
European standards and 26 bar to meet the US and other country
“The compressed gases
of the world through their
standards. Similarly the colour, plate identification and thread have
being used are generally
extensive network and
been designated to match US requirements and also ensure that a
invisible and are often
BED (Bolt and Engineering
European valve does not end up in the US
odourless. Commonly the
Distributors) will market
unsuspecting user would
it locally to the Southern
have no idea that there is a
African industrial and mining
leakage, unless they carry out a thorough inspection, which
sectors.”
is seldom done.”
“Designed and manufactured locally this is really a
“Compressed gas safety risk is centred around people,
significant development for the South African engineering
product and process. However, the human factor is always
fraternity. As we have demonstrated at the Gas Safety
the weakest link. We were therefore very pleased to launch
Conference today numerous incidents and fatalities that
our world-first patented leak-proof oxyfuel system, specifically
have occurred locally and globally in the past could have
for the industrial and mining sectors, which will revolutionise
been prevented with proper safety awareness and training.”
compressed gas safety.”
“Through the demonstrations that Axel Vogelsang from
“There has not been much research done on gas leakage
Messer Cutting Systems and myself have given today we
from the supply hose and how to prevent an accident.
have highlighted the dangerous consequences if you do not
We have now developed this valve that meets the safety
follow the prescribed compressed gas safety procedures
standards, both locally and internationally. Much research
and protocols and the critical importance of compressed
and testing has gone on during the development and we
gas safety awareness and training. As part of the many
have now produced a product that will automatically shut off
investigations related to compressed gas safety done by
the compressed gas supply to the torch if the hose has been
myself, I have noted that its general awareness across
compromised and there is a leak.”
industries rises and falls, depending on the company
“The demand valve, which has a diaphragm inside it, sits
involved.”
directly after the regulator and operates at 24 bar pressure
“These days, adequate and appropriate compressed gas
to meet local and European standards and 26 bar to meet
safety training is needed more than ever.”
the US and other country standards. Similarly the colour,
plate identification and thread have been designated to
Four company association
match US requirements and also ensure that a European
In 2019 First Cut became the primary local distributor
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for Messer Cutting Systems, a US dollar 50 billion,
120-year-old fourth generation run company that
manufacture plasma, oxyfuel and large-plate processing
equipment. That same year First Cut entered into
an agreement with the BED Group whereby the two
companies would jointly distribute Messer products in
South Africa, with BED focusing on the mining industry,
and First Cut remaining the primary distributor to the
metal fabrication and other sectors.
In 2021 First Cut announced that it had entered into
a merger of interests with GS, a Johannesburg-based
company that has been providing certified training and
supplying gas equipment to the industrial sector in
South Africa since 1985.
“To ensure that our differentiating feature would be
around safety factors, we entered into the relationship
with Peter Rohlssen, the highly respected owner of GSI,
who brought tremendous experience and credibility
to our offering via compressed gas safety training,
consulting and auditing,” explained Ian McCrystal, CEO
of First Cut.
“Messer Cutting Systems globally is very excited
with the cooperation between the four companies. We
look forward to seeing how this successful compressed
gas safety collaboration - and the revolutionary product
offering it has produced - will positively impact the
awareness and application of compressed gas safety
throughout all industry sectors going forward,” said
John Emholz, Global CEO and President of Messer
Cutting Systems, who in addition to his colleagues Axel
Vogelsang, Key Account Manager Western Europe and
Africa and Martin Zeller, International Sales Manager,
specially made the trip to South Africa to attend the
conference and launch of the new SAT system.
“Compressed gases have multiple applications
across all industries, including mining. However,
incorrect use thereof brings with it some serious
potential hazards. Gas safety issues can therefore
cause injury and even fatalities, affecting companies’
productivity, share price and reputation, not to mention
the obvious and most important consequence of loss of
life and human tragedy,” said Mike Giltrow, CEO of the
BED Group.
“I believe this conference and development of
the new products and system really demonstrates
the relevance and success of this unique four-way
partnership. We are all passionate about gas safety
and its usage. But more importantly we want to ensure
that there is enough training that takes place and the
awareness is created,” said GSI’s Rohlssen.
“The main causes of incidents and injuries in our
industry is 20% mechanical, 2% acts of nature and
78% human behaviour. We can improve the mechanical
aspect marginally with developments like SAT. However,
the greatest improvements that we can make is in
the human behaviour aspect if we greatly improved
compressed gas safety training and awareness. Owners,
directors, management and employees all have to buy
into this and not bury their head in the mining sludge
and slurry.”
For further details contact First Cut on
TEL: 011 614 1112 or visit www.firstcut.co.za or Gas
Safety International on TEL: 011 463 7087 or visit
www.gas-safety.co.za or Bolt and Engineering Distributors
on TEL: 0861 265836, email craig@bolteng.co.za or visit
www.bolteng.co.za or visit www.messer-cs.com

South African-designed

camper-trailer receives prestigious
international Red Dot Design Award

S

outh Africa has taken centre stage in the international
design industry when EdgeOut – the South Africandesigned and a world-first rotomoulded teardrop campertrailer designed for use on tar and gravel roads – was awarded
the prestigious Red Dot Design Award 2022 in the category
Product Design in Germany in June this year.
A total number of 7 900 entries from 60 countries from
across the globe were submitted
in this category. With this
award, EdgeOut and its designer
Retief Krige Industrial Design in
Stellenbosch, find themselves
in the company of internationals
such as Ferrari, Philips, Google,
Lenovo, HP and Siemens, and
now has the approval to use
the coveted Red Dot seal as
an acknowledged and revered
international seal of outstanding
design quality.
EdgeOut – a leading-edge
design approach
The low-weight EdgeOut
teardrop camper-trailer –
designed by Retief Krige
Industrial Design in Stellenbosch,
South Africa – consists of two
individual, linear-mounted
rotomoulded low-density
polyethylene sections. The one
section is a comfortable sleeping
pod or cabin (the bedroom)
and the other a compact,
well-equipped cooking and
entertainment area (the kitchen).
These are aesthetically secured
together, and mounted onto a
galvanised steel trailer chassis.
From a design and user
perspective, it draws attention
for its spaciousness, innovative design and a host of technical
features. It has a rugged and bold shape, with a faceted design
approach which was made possible by using a forward-thinking
and innovative mould construction method with bent sheet
metal plates welded together to create the two moulds in which
the two pods are roto-formed.
The pioneering use of rotomoulding technology as a
first in the field of teardrop camper-trailer design, gave the
designer the freedom to break away from the traditional
design approach and to create something totally new, yet
maintaining the nostalgia associated with teardrop trailers.
While the traditional teardrop trailer uses flat panel material
and construction methods which usually result in a side
view extruded flat-sided shape, rotomoulding allows for a
full 3D-created shape in all directions, while still keeping
the teardrop-shaped silhouette. This unique EdgeOut design
identity was furthermore repeated in all accessories and
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fittings to emphasise the design concept throughout the entire
look and feel of the product.
While rotomoulding technology is generally applied
to produce single, standalone items, the EdgeOut design
aesthetically combines two different and rather voluminous
blow-moulded items to produce an unrivalled and remarkably
functional product as a whole. The polyethylene materials
used for the two rotomoulded
pods, furthermore, are favoured
in industry for its long lifespan
in the outdoors, and being high
in value as far as recycling goes.
Rotomoulding technology also
allows for lower material and
production costs, as opposed to the
higher costs of traditional campertrailer materials and manufacturing
techniques.
Equally impressively equipped
EdgeOut – with the
rotomoulded components produced
by 4EVR Plastic Products, and
manufacturing done by EdgeOut
(both companies located in Cape
Town, South Africa) – satisfies the
requirements of varied camping
market demands. It is positioned
at the top end of the camping
market and offers luxury outdoor
accommodation. It is ideal for those
not wanting to use bulky caravans
any longer, or those who have
been camping in tents before, now
wanting to enter into the campertrailer domain.
The camper-trailer’s insulated
sleeping cabin features a nearqueen-size mattress, as well as an
array of cleverly-located overhead
cabinets and various shelves and
cubbies that provide an abundance of storage space. The
tailgate galley provides for a full-width countertop with two
slide-out drawers underneath. One drawer accommodates
a built-in glass-top dual-burner gas stove, sink faucet and
bucket, as well as storage drawers. The other holds a built-in
refrigerator or cooler. The trailer also features a microwave
oven – rather atypical for a rugged teardrop trailer!
Water is stored in a 110 litre water tank and distributed via
a built-in 12 Volt pump. This, together with the trailer’s built-in
LED lighting, is powered by a deep-cycle battery. Included is
a charging system which can be hooked up to the vehicle, or
wired to optional solar panels.
Being of a seamless design, both pods are totally
waterproof and dustproof, with the sleeping cabin wellinsulated to ensure a quiet and cool interior. It has a low
gross weight (below 750kg) which falls within the legal towing
category for light vehicles.

Guinness World Records

officially recognises Macsteel world
record for the longest roof span

In an epic display of pursuing reinvention with their pioneering
technology, Macsteel did the nation proud when they broke a
world record to become the new Guinness World Records title
holder for the longest roof span covered by a single metal corrugated
sheet. The sheet spans 280 metres, across the widest part of the
roof covering the new Pick n Pay flagship distribution
centre in Kempton Park, Gauteng

The roof structure is considered to be the longest continuous roofing
panel in the world – 165 716m² of roof sheeting will be used to cover
the dry goods, perishables, RRU and the main office

I

n an epic display of pursuing reinvention with their
pioneering technology, Macsteel did the nation proud when
they broke a world record to become the new Guinness
World Records title holder for the longest roof span covered by
a single metal corrugated sheet. The sheet spans 280 metres,
across the widest part of the roof covering the new Pick n Pay
flagship distribution centre in Kempton Park, Gauteng.
“We are thrilled to be officially recognised as a Guinness
World Records title holder. That said ‘Pursuing Reinvention’
is about more than setting a world record for us, it’s about
taking our customers on the journey with us and finding
innovative ways to grow our business while enabling our
customers to keep their businesses thriving, especially in
such a trying economic climate,” said Mike Benfield, Macsteel
CEO.
“To ensure sustainability remains a key focus in both a
global and South African context, we’ve primed innovation as
one of our key strategic pillars. We’re focused on contributing
to the recovery of the steel industry and but more importantly
ensuring the resilience and agility of our business as we
focus on pursuing more cost-effective solutions to assist our
customers,” added Benfield.
“Macsteel product solutions are developed for customers
with the same vigour and consideration as Macsteel adopts
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in ‘Pursuing Reinvention’. It’s about understanding what the
market needs, recognising and creating a fit for purpose
solution that benefits our customers. This is what we did with
the development of the Macsteel roofing product Novotexi
440 and the Sky Forming technology that is used to install it,”
said Benfield.
The pioneering technology, which enabled Macsteel to
achieve their status of Guinness World Records title holder, is
their revolutionary roofing product NovotexI 440, roll-formed
onsite, using their industry-leading Sky Forming process.
It would have been much harder to break the world record
without pairing these two Macsteel innovations. Novotexi 440
was developed by Macsteel to resist high winds and other
engineering challenges faced on large-scale roofing projects.
Sky Forming is a unique Novotexi 440 installation
solution, streamlining the roofing of mega-build projects. As
the name suggests, it is a ground-breaking process where
the roll-forming container producing the Novotexi 440 sheet,
is lifted to the level of the roof so that they can seamlessly
apply their product, at height and at speed. The Sky Forming
process, developed to meet the rigorous safety requirements
of the Department of Labour, enables Macsteel to offer a
differentiated service to stakeholders in the construction
sector.
“Our customers are the heart of everything we do and
we understand the importance of establishing customer
partnerships in the early stages of a project. This enables
us to provide strategic support, from design to installation
with cost-effective steel solutions for both temporary and
permanent structures,” concluded Benfield.
Construction at the Pick n Pay distribution centre at

Eastport Logistics Park is well underway and is set to be

Sky Forming is a unique Novotexi 440 installation solution

completed in Q1 of 2023.
Some of the impressive stats for this development include:
- The gross building area (GBA) is 164 000m², which
equates to 16 rugby fields
- The post-tension concrete floor will measure 146 886m²
once construction is complete
- The roof structure is considered to be the longest
continuous roofing panel in the world – 165 716m²
of roof sheeting will be used to cover the dry goods,
perishables, RRU and the main office
- 3 664 tons of structural steel will be used across the site
- The external concrete hardstands (light duty, heavy duty

Macsteel’s roofing product Novotexi 440 and the Sky Forming
technology that is used to install it

-

and ramps) will total 147 088m²
The dock pits will have 242 dock levellers across dry
goods, perishables and RRU
The dividing wall will use 800m³ of concrete and will
measure 207.5m long and 26.5m high
4 700 light fittings will be installed across the site
203 000m of cables, trunking, data baskets and wiring
will be used
Tilt up panels/concrete walls will total 2 251m³ (for dry
goods, RRU and perishables)
The total GLA for the entire Eastport Logistic Park is
500 000m²

UK High Commission announces

T

electric vehicle skills investment
in South Africa

he UK has
announced
R3.7 million
(£190 000) in
funding for new skills
development across
South Africa for jobs in
the fast-growing electric
vehicle sector.
In a statement
released recently, the
UK High Commission
said the new support
will fund research
to ensure South African students are developing the highly
sought-after skills in the electric vehicle sector, as well as new
online training content and support for lecturers.
“This partnership is about supporting South Africa
to achieve its own targets for decarbonisation over time,
supporting a just transition and unlocking the significant
investment opportunities created in a rapidly emerging low
carbon global economy,” said British High Commissioner to
South Africa Antony Phillipson.
“The UK is a long-standing partner in supporting South

Africa’s climate ambitions, having
invested over R4.8 billion (£250
million) in International Climate
Finance in South Africa between
2011 and 2021. In recent years,
UK firms have been responsible
for 50% of investment in the fastgrowing renewable energy sector.
“This week we were delighted
to announce even more UK-South
Africa partnerships with new
support for electric vehicle
training, and research into green
hydrogen skills – to ensure
that South African workers and young people are the major
beneficiaries of the country’s transition to a greener future.”
The British High Commission has also teamed up with the
Department of Science and Innovation on a report on how to
boost the country’s skills base for a green hydrogen future.
Hydrogen energy is a clean and sustainable alternative
to coal. The report identifies the type of skills and training
needed and how these can be delivered through South
Africa’s Technical and Vocational Education and Training
(TVET) college system.
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NEASA believes that the

Plastic Converters’ Association of
South Africa has betrayed the steel
industry. All to do with wage negotiations

T

he National Employers Association of South Africa
(NEASA) has released a statement that it claims the steel
industry has been betrayed. The statement, in the form
of a letter, was published in June 2022 by the association.
Dear Steel Industry employer
The leadership of the Plastic Converters’ Association of
South Africa (PCASA) has turned against those who have
helped them to establish their own protected bubble within
the MEIBC, the Plastic Negotiating Forum (PNF).
Now that they have found the safety they desired, they
have turned against those who, not only helped them to
establish this Forum, but without whom nothing would have
come from their attempt to establish the PNF.
What does the betrayal of the Metal Sector by PCASA
entail? We don’t exactly know because they won’t take us into
their confidence, but it boils down to an agreement (at least
from what we could gather) between the PCASA and NUMSA,
to the effect that should NUMSA sign the PNF agreement, the
PCASA will support the extension of the agreement between
Seifsa and NUMSA (and other trade unions) to non-parties.
This notwithstanding the fact that the PCASA has ‘no
skin in the (steel) game’. This is not only treasonous conduct
(within the context of the Steel Industry), but morally wrong
and, of course, among others, will be subjected to litigation
going forward.
This conduct by the PCASA’s leadership disrupted the
power balance in the MEIBC environment and came as a

huge shock to their previous alliance partners - those who
fought together to free employers in the Steel Industry from
the diabolical, business hostile dispensation brought about
by Seifsa’s agreements with trade unions over many years.
Naturally, this came as a huge shock to us; being stabbed in
the back is always a painful experience.
And now for the good news
We will appropriately and timeously deal with the
challenges lying ahead. There is always a way out of a tight
spot. We (and you) will find a way; in fact, we already have.
Our advice to you is …
… not to act upon the current events, continue with
conducting your business in the way you think best. WE HAVE
YOUR BACK.
What can you do in the meantime?
It is important that every steel company which is not yet
a member of NEASA (or the South African Engineers’ and
Founders’ Association (SAEFA) - the only two organisations
standing up for employers in the steel industry), to please join.
Also, if you know a business that is not a member yet, please
let us know; we need every bit of support.
Regards
Gerhard Papenfus
Chief Executive of NEASA
For more information visit www.neasa.co.za

MSG Systems appointed as

S

ABB value provider

outh African machine
builder and systems
integrator MSG Systems
has officially been appointed as
a value provider for ABB Robotic
Systems. The ABB value provider
programme is a global channel
partner programme for system
integrators. Authorised members of the programme are called
ABB value providers.
Linda Eales, who leads the robotics division for ABB’s
Sub-Saharan Africa region, said the company had worked with
MSG Systems for more than 20 years and they had several
successful projects and technology exchanges between them.
“This forms part of a strategic drive to strengthen our
brand and work closely with our customers and integrators,”
she said.
The authorisation programme is a procedure to guarantee
that the services the customer receives from the ABB value
providers are on the same leading level as the quality of
the ABB products, both globally and locally. MSG Systems
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owner and founder Mark Gaskin
said he was proud to receive the
recognition from ABB Robotic
Systems.
“Our employees and partners
are key to our business and make
it possible for us to be a leader
in the design, manufacture and
installation of robotic-based turnkey machinery.”
MSG Systems employs 110 people through its various
entities and subsidiary automotive design company, MSGN, in
India. It is a local and international supplier of predominantly
automotive and food and beverage specialist manufacturing
equipment.
The latest trend globally is increased collaboration between
robots and humans to reduce ergonomic-based injuries. ABB
is a leading global technology company that energises the
transformation of society and industry to achieve a more
productive, sustainable future.
For further details contact MSG Systems on
TEL: 082 659 2212 or visit www.msgsystems.co.za

PDTS medical device
product development unit
has specifically designed
the cranial protector
Patient-specific medical devices.

E

pilepsy is a neurological condition that causes
unprovoked, recurring seizures. It is a condition that
affects about 50 million people around the world
according to WHO (World Health Organisation). Anyone can be
affected by it but it mostly onsets in young children and this
has a bad effect on their daily lives.
There are existing cranial protectors around the world,
ones that you can easily purchase from the stores, but they
are not designed according to the client’s specifications or
special needs making It a struggle for you to get the one
suitable for your needs and the size of your head.
The PDTS Medical Device Product Development Unit
has specifically designed the cranial protector according
to the specifications or the special needs of an epileptic
learner who experiences the recurring seizures. The cranial
protector is designed according to the dimensions of
learner’s head. The helmet has a hard shell which is SLS 3D
printed ensuring that he does not get hurt nor the helmet
break during one of his seizures. This product has cut outs
or holes around it making it much breathable as there’s air
going through the head. This 3D printed helmet is very light,
ensuring that it does not affect the learners’ daily activities.
The product has a face shield which can be attached by
means of Velcro straps and dis-attached as you wish. The
helmet is printed with clear resin, and it has cut outs for

The cranial protector is designed according

eyes, nose as well
to the dimensions of
as the mouth. This
learner’s head
makes the product
the best as it ensures that during a seizure, the face is full
protected. The face shield is light, breathable, and safe.
Another interesting fact is that it can have a name printed
on it, thus the chances of a child losing it are reduced. This
cranial protector makes it easy for an individual to continue
with their daily activities with assurance that they are
protected.
For further details contact Product Development by PDTS
www.pdts.co.za

The PDTS Medical Device Product Development Unit has
specifically designed the cranial protector according to the
specifications or the special needs of an epileptic learner who
experiences the recurring seizures
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Prasa awards General-Overhaul
contract to maintain train-sets
to five contractors

T

he Passenger Rail Agency of South Africa (Prasa) has
announced the awarding of the five-year GeneralOverhaul contract that will now allow for the heavy
maintenance and repairs of train-sets which will help clear
the backlog.
“Under the General Overhaul programme, about 380
to 400 coaches will undergo heavy maintenance and
rehabilitation work every year for the next five years,” the
Prasa statement said recently.
The contract was awarded to five contractors nationally.
Prasa, which operates the Metrorail service, says the
contracts were awarded to Armeture Technology, CTE
Investment, Karabo Nhlamolo Projects Cooperative, TMH
Africa and YNF Engineering.
“Many of our train sets are out of commission due to the
lifespan of our coaches and the vandalism of our coaches,
making our trains hazardous and unsafe for our commuters.
Therefore, this is a positive development for Prasa and
commuters because we can now start maintenance and
refurbishment work and increase the availability of trains as
we recover our lines,” said the Prasa statement
The lifespan of a coach is about 40 years. However, the
majority of Prasa’s fleet is generally over 50 years old. In the
asset lifecycle of trains, individual coaches need to undergo
general maintenance every 9 to 10 years.
The General Overhaul programme not only supports
the Corporate Strategy to provide a safe, reliable, and
comfortable service to commuters but also supports Prasa’s
Modernisation Programme.
“As we transition to the new electrical trains manufactured
at the Gibela manufacturing plant, the current fleet needs
to be maintained until new electrical motor units are finally
acquired and fully incorporated into service by estimated
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2033. The current fleet is expected to still be operational
and systematically phased out by then. The economic benefit
of this R7.5 billion contract cannot be understated as this
has breathed new life into an industry that was almost left
decimated,” said the Prasa statement.
“This contract has the potential to revive and ignite
our economy as over 2 000 direct jobs are expected to be
created. This is a true testament that we at Prasa, move
beyond our primary mandate of transportation. This milestone
has given our ageing fleet a new lease of life and set to
increase productivity, boost confidence and staff morale
within our organisation. This also gives Prasa an opportunity
to innovate as we expedite the deployment of the new
electrical trains,” the agency said.
Prasa said it planned to spend about R8 billion over
the next five years on the general overhaul of 400 of its
locomotives, with R7.5 billion targeted at wrecks and
accident-damaged locomotives and R500 million for light
maintenance of the rolling stock.
It has also budgeted about R9 billion over the next five
years to roll out updated signalling and communications
systems, which have not only been affected by the vandalism
but are also on manual mode, which Mphelo said was not
foolproof from causing accidents.
Prasa has 18 functional lines out of 40. Only seven are
functional in Gauteng, three in KwaZulu-Natal, two in the
Eastern Cape and six in the Western Cape.
The latest statistics showed that Metrorail paying
customers had decreased from 646 million in 2008/9 to
147 million in 2019/20, Main Line Passenger Service (MLPS)
passengers had declined from 3 million in the same period
to 278 400, while bus company Autopax passengers had
declined 2.4 million to 1.6 million.

Power outages/loadshedding

and strikes: Engineering company
owners exasperated

C

ompany owners, directors and managers have been
expressing their frustration on the social medium
platform of LinkedIn. This is what they had to say in
response to the initial post below.
“One of our suppliers went out of business today and all
due to two PREVENTABLE things:
1. Power outages (“loadshedding”)
2. Strikes (Sibanye/Numsa)
Forget about the position it puts our business in (it’s not
great)… our supplier employed 50 people, had a passionate
and dedicated leadership, solid reputation and have been
forced to make this call to ensure their staff get a good
retrenchment package. Manufacturing in South Africa has
never been harder. We have to deal with things the rest of
the world does not, making manufacturing in South Africa
so incredibly hard. It could be so much easier and we could
build a sector of huge value to the South African economy.
Please Cyril Ramaphosa, intervene and assist. It’s actually
tragic how many jobs are being lost.”
“This is becoming a sad reality with covid, loadshedding,
strikes and now the fuel hikes. We are being greatly failed
by our government, as no assertive effort has been made to
alleviate job losses.”
“The current situation in SA is just not sustainable.
Businesses are the life blood of our economy, and
unfortunately the state is doing nothing to build a favourable
economic environment.”
“It’s getting harder to be optimistic without feeling
idealistic... it’s very worrying...”
“Unfortunately Cyril doesn’t care Mate...there is no
hope until ANC is out of rule....look at the statistics of nongrowth in SA, Crime, Services, Municipal, Health Systems,
Environmental Waste and, and, and. HATE BEING NEGATIVE....
but the Best move we did was leave SA.”
“Tragic - the multiplier effect on the downside is massive.”
“It is very sad that the Unions especially NUMSA do not
look after the best interests of their members.”
“The steel sector is particularly challenging. Cost curves
way ahead of growth, skill and labour issues, power issues,
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raw material issues. Government does nothing to help.
This is reflected in the commercial property market, vacant
manufacturing facilities everywhere.”
“Not 50 people that lost employment, closer to 300
people losing the means to survive.”
“Unfortunately this is a sad reality. Hence we are in the
process of relocation of manufacturing to Mauritius. Not what
we wanted but unfortunately left with no option.”
“Our economy is in a sad state. The JSE does not reflect
the true damage. This week one of my mother’s suppliers
also closed due to the exact same reason. It was a woman
owned business baking a South African traditional koeksuster
35+ year old company.”
“Tragic to read this - heart goes out to the supplier
and their staff. Unfortunately the current regime are not
interested in / not capable of doing everything it takes
to protect and create jobs - despite the lip service. My
only positive thought is that despite these challenges South Africans are beyond resilient - and survive the most
challenging of environments.”
“Well said. Strong businesses are being put in a dire
situation and it is completely out of their control.”
“The manufacturing sector is employing millions of people
but none of them can function due to the reasons you give.”
“How devastating. I have a good friend whose business
has suffered millions due to power outages for over 20 days.
Halted manufacturing. Unacceptable. Something must be
done. So, so, sorry.”
“It is a real challenge especially for small businesses.
When you manufacture loadshedding is not just a twoand-a-half-hour impact. Plant has to shut down and then
be restarted which can sometimes mean half a day lost.
Lost production can only be made up with overtime, which
adds cost and still causes delays. This has a ripple effect
to resellers and retailers. And then we have the threat of a
national shutdown, which won’t help the man in the street,
just leave every worse off.”
These statements and replies say it all about the current
thoughts of many South Africans.

Copper could be the ‘new gold’
for South Africa

B

ig Tree Copper chief executive
Jan Nelson expects a steady
climb in demand for the red
metal over the next three decades,
according to a Businesstech report.
This, as the world, has turned its full
attention to sustainable energy and
a greener economy.
Recent panic over the conflict in
Ukraine and its subsequent threat
to Europe’s reliance on Russian
energy saw a surge in the metal
trade to around $10 900 per ton
(R169 700). Pricing has since
eased to what Nelson calls a ‘more realistic level’ but he
said that over the next few decades demand should steadily
increase with a long-term view of 500% growth by 2050.
Nelson said demand is expected to exceed supply with an
expected upward trajectory of around 16-20% by the end of
the decade. At current production rates, a deficit of at least
six million tons is forecast, he said.
“Sating demand, even in the next twenty years, may be
challenging at this pace. There is not enough exploration

presently to allow for the
development of viable sources in
good time.”
Given the metal’s history in the
market, Nelson believes that the
wild-card nature of copper’s pricing
will continue to see short and nearterm fluctuations but a longer view
forecasts an incremental upward
trajectory.
“This is good news for South
Africa and the Northern Cape. The
province holds a substantial reserve
of deposits and recyclable copper oxide waste.”
Nelson anticipates increased exploration interest in the
area concomitant with growing economic activity. “The current
view is that there is at least a century of copper in the ground
with a potential provincial output of six to 10 million tons,” he
said.
“Coupled with increased recycling efforts and mining in
other areas of South Africa, Copper could become the new
gold for South Africa.”

Addressing industry skills

shortages by engaging in the new
QCTO framework
By Roland Innes, Group CEO, Dyna Training and Leoni MacKenzie, QCTO Subject Matter Expert in Qualifications Development.

I

n its global risk barometer for 2022, international financial
services provider Allianz surveyed 2 650 risk experts in
89 countries on the biggest perils facing industries in the
coming year. Notably, skills shortages were identified as the
eighth biggest risk in South Africa currently. Our economic
recovery and growth in the aftermath of the Covid-19
pandemic will depend largely on our ability to address skills
shortages in the labour market and the workplace. Companies
and individuals should make the most of every opportunity to
develop skills, and to align these skills with the Quality Council
for Trades and Occupations (QCTO). Responsible for the
oversight of the accreditation, implementation, assessment,
and certification of occupational qualifications, partqualifications, and skills programmes, the QCTO has a major
role to play in tackling skills shortages, placing vocational
certification by means of learnership and apprenticeship
programmes at the centre of South Africa’s skills creation
system.
Urgent need for practical skills and artisans
There has been an increased demand worldwide for
artisans, engineers and technicians along with individuals
skilled in sales and marketing. This highlights the fact that
practical skills are urgently needed in the labour market
and that there should be an increased focus on training
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artisans. South Africa’s QCTO was established to manage
the Occupational Qualifications Sub-Framework (OQSF) by
setting and developing standards, while assuring the quality
of national occupational qualifications. The purpose of the
OQSF is to facilitate the development and registration of
quality-assured occupational and trade-related qualifications,
part-qualifications and skills programmes from the National
Qualifications Framework (NQF) Level 1 to 8. This is intended
to meet the needs of existing and emerging sectors by
ensuring that all learners, professionals, workers, unemployed
and those classified as NEET (Not in Employment, Education
or Training), are equipped with relevant and transferable
competencies to enhance lifelong employability.
Win-win for businesses and labour market
Ultimately the QCTO is intended to replace the Sector
Education and Training Authority (SETA), while closing the
gap whereby individuals in the labour market have the skills
but lack the formal certifications or paperwork necessary
to find employment or to maximise earning potential. While
higher-level qualifications are essential, it is also necessary to
address the immediate gap that stands between an individual
coming out of school and becoming eligible to embark on the
national qualification process.
To this end the QCTO has implemented skills programmes, 

effectively a shorter skills syllabus, at the end of which
a learner can gain entry into a qualification or a parttime qualification. This also has the immediate benefit
of making the individual more employable. In addition to
increasing and keeping their own skills in-house, businesses
can contribute to the career development of their people
which provides a greater level of motivation and incentive.
Skills development training also assists with reducing
absenteeism where workers feel that the training they’re
getting is valuable to their personal growth, contributing to
a more committed workforce. Where companies offer skills
development opportunities, it becomes possible to redirect
budget spend previously used for recruitment into training,
shifting the focus to retention instead of acquisition.
The nitty gritty of the QCTO - how does it work?
As mentioned, the QCTO is responsible for the
accreditation of Skills Development Providers (SDPs),
authorising them to facilitate programmes and qualifications
that fall under the OQSF. These include occupational
qualifications including ‘old’ trades, N4-N6 Programmes,
historically registered qualifications, and the shorter,
bridging skills programmes. Any SDP offering training
or intending to offer training in any of these must seek
accreditation from the QCTO, and must comply with the
entity’s minimum criteria.
Out with SETA, in with QCTO
From June 2023, SETA accreditation will be subject
to a teach-out period, after which qualifications and skills
programmes will need to be aligned with QCTO. This is a
valuable opportunity for training providers to align their
offerings to the QCTO accreditation standards, as that is
the direction in which we are headed. It will be necessary
to work hand-in-hand with industry leaders in developing
learning material to ensure that the necessary knowledge
is combined with practical experience, hands-on learning
opportunities and assessments.
Additionally, a major focus of these skills development
and training programmes will be ensuring that learners are
placed at companies where they can gain experience and
skills in the workplace, and ultimately take up employment
after assessment and qualification. The output from SDPs
will be assessed by Assessment Quality Partners (AQP’s),
and it is the responsibility of the Assessment Quality Partner
to sign off on the provider issuing a Statement of Result
to the learner which gives them entry to the Integrated
Summative Assessment for certification.
Smarter approach to skills development
For companies to maximise this opportunity, both from a
tax rebate and Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment
(B-BBEE) scoring perspective, they will need to ensure
that they coordinate training initiatives with SDPs that
are accredited by the QCTO. SDPs will need to modernise
their curriculum to be more learner-focused, while forming
relationships with Assessment Quality Partners. In order
to exit learners smoothly, organisations will need to
prepare their workplaces so that they are compliant with
QCTO requirements, developing the necessary mentoring
infrastructure to enable those placements while giving
learners the best possible support. In shifting the focus from
generic skills training to inclusive learner development and
facilitation through the QCTO framework, it becomes much
easier to address South Africa’s skills shortage effectively
and sustainably.
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Hanswill Engineering:

Forced into business ownership

Joint owners of Hanswill Engineering Willem Lewis and Hansie Smit

T

he story behind every start-up or new business is unique,
no matter what area of the economy you are in. The
owner or entrepreneur will always have dreams about
starting a business with a brilliant idea. But whether they
can fulfil that dream is another story. Not all are cut out to
be successful business owners let alone cope with all the
aspects that make the business successful. It is even more

Tubes that have been machined on a Quaser machining center
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challenging if you have to invest in equipment before you have
even earned your first cent.
Starting a new machine shop takes persistence and
dedication. Once upon a time, the enterprising machinist
would take a leap of faith and start a fledgling business in the
garage. With any luck, the entrepreneur would connect with
a few local manufacturers and build clientele until the new 

The company has a Victor Vcenter-80 on the floor

Components that have been machined on the Doosan Puma lathe

One of the main clients of Hanswill Engineering is in the
automotive industry

company was on solid ground. Past connections and friends
they had been looked after and serviced. But it was a frenzy
would also be very valuable. The rules were simple, and the
and prices were way above what they should have been,”
playing field was usually a 50km radius from the machine
explained Hansie.
shop.
“Sadly this didn’t help our cause to get our own business
Frequently this type of business would outgrow the garage
going. Willem and I had decided to start a machine shop of
and move into bigger under roof housing, employ staff and
our own. The job loss hit us hard. We had both been very
expand its manufacturing base, clientele and, depending on
stable in our lives and suddenly we were in turmoil. It was
the individual and a favourable economy, continue to grow.
hard to reason especially as the company was very successful
It is another story when you have been an employee all
and had many big clients. But as they say wherever there is a
your life and suddenly, through no influencing circumstances
negative there is always a positive.”
of your own, you are ‘thrown’ out on the street and you are
“Fortunately both Willem and I had had contact with many
forced get up and get going or starve. In these times of the
of the clients so we already had relationships. It was just a
pandemic it is even more difficult to get back up on your feet.
matter of convincing them that we were their new guys.”
This is the story of the
“They say that many
unique establishment of
businesses started by
Hanswill Engineering by Hansie
individuals like ourselves,
Smit and Willem Lewis just over
who are good at making
a year ago in April 2021.
components, are not
The two had spent many
necessarily good at running
years working for a well-known
a business. They have little
engineering company run by
clue about how to manage a
two brothers. Willem had been
business, hire people, manage
with the company for 24 years
cash flow, market their
and held a senior managerial
services, analyse the market,
position. Hansie had been with
differentiate themselves,
the company for 18 years and
service their customers,
was in the programming and
handle pricing, structure
setting department.
contracts and establish
The company was
synergistic partnerships.”
an engineering business
“We were all of these, to
specialising in aluminium and
a certain extent, but we had
stainless steel machining,
determination and a mission.
welding, brazing, and general
Today, what it takes to launch
machining servicing many
and succeed with a start-up
different industries and in
machining business is arguably
general was in good shape. It
becoming a more important
also had 33 CNC machines on
and relevant question. From
the floor.
a macro view, we need more
But then one of the brothers
machining businesses - we
fell ill and sadly passed away.
need more shops. Many
As the surviving brother was
decades-old job shops
in his 70s he decided to close
will close like our previous
the company and sell off all the
company or be acquired in
equipment, rather than sell the
the coming few years, as their
company as a going concern.
baby-boomer founders reach
“We went to the auction
retirement without successors.
hoping to buy some equipment
New shops founded by
because we knew the CNC
millennial entrepreneurs could
A shaft being machined on a Takisawa lathe
machines were in good order as
be a partial answer and could 
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Hanswill Engineering are in the business of producing components
and parts to customer specifications

“Our clients are not limited to the automotive industry. We have
one that manufactures filtration and oil systems and another in the
mining industry manufacturing diamond bits. Another manufactures
core testing drills for the mining industry. This gives us the versatility
we wanted to have.”

take up opportunities these shops leave behind. Yet from a
“Starting a business from scratch has its disadvantages
more micro-level view, realising this solution is challenging.
but it also has many more advantages. A structured,
New shops face high barriers to thriving. OEMs’ increased
disciplined approach will ensure that you eliminate as many
reliance on established and certified supplier networks keeps
negatives as possible. At the same time you, as an individual,
new shops from winning the kind of high-value work that can
will grow as a person. This has certainly been the case for
help them find stability and start to grow.”
both William and myself.”
“Having lost out at the auction we began sourcing other
“We can’t say that we wanted to own our own business.
equipment and this we acquired from all over the country.
I think it’s something that develops over time. But figuring
Clients had already promised us business so equipment
out the right time to become a shop owner is not clear-cut.
purchase became a
Hopefully going forward
priority. At the moment we
we will say that in
have only purchased used
retrospect we should have
equipment, all of them
done it five or 10 years
CNC machines though.
earlier. What we have
We have four lathes and
achieved in our first year
two machining centers
certainly points to these
on the floor, as well as
thoughts.”
a bandsaw for cutting
“We did not even
bar and solid. We have
consider the acquisition
a number of jobs that
route.”
require us to add threads,
internal and external, to
First client
shafts and other bar type
“The first client that
components.”
we acquired operates
“This all came together
in the truck and trailer
in April last year and
industry and he has
fortunately we found a
gradually given us more
860m² factory in Boksburg
work to do as we have
that could house all of our
proven ourselves to him.
equipment and also leave
He supplies products
An overhead view of the shopfloor
some space for expansion.”
for trailers, semi-trailers 
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Hanswill Engineering will machine
from block, bar, solid and tube

“The first client that we acquired operates
in the truck and trailer industry and he has
gradually given us more work to do as we
have proven ourselves to him. He supplies
products for trailers, semi-trailers and
similar. From an initial few components
we are now machining over 200 components
for him. They might not be production
type quantities but more than
enough to keep us busy.”

and similar. From an initial few
components we are now machining
over 200 components for him.
They might not be production type
quantities but more than enough to
keep us busy.”
“In total we now have five clients and four of these clients
were clients that dealt with our previous company so we had a
relationship with them. Fortunately, and we are very thankful,
they believed in us and gave us the work. Acquiring our own
machines did make a difference though.”
“As both of us had started off on the machines and
continued to operate them it was a forgone conclusion that
we would initially run the machines ourselves before we even
thought of employing somebody. We could take on the job title
of CEO or Managing Director, but we would still have to wear
many different hats each day, including delivery man, if we
wanted to survive.”
“This we did for the first seven months of the business.
It was only then that we employed our first staff member.
Subsequently we employed the second staff member in
December last year and in March this year we took on another
three employees. These numbers might not be impressive in
the bigger scheme of things but we are proud that we were
even able to take on one staff member.”
“We are both hands-on and we expect our staff to be the
same. We know that good operators or machinists are hard
to find and it’s even harder to find one that will hit the road
running from day one. We are not unique in this situation. This
is why we are constantly on the floor working and not in the
office sipping coffee.”
“We are there for the staff to learn from. And you never
know we could probably learn from them. But at the same
time if someone has a natural curiosity, specifically about how
things work, we will encourage them.”
“Our clients are not limited to the automotive industry.

Hanswill Engineering machine components
in many different types of materials

We have one that manufactures filtration
and oil systems and another in the mining
industry manufacturing diamond bits. Another
manufactures core testing drills for the
mining industry. This gives us the versatility
we wanted to have.”
“We will machine from block, bar, solid, tube, whatever
is asked of us. With our array of machines we cover most of
the processes. One component we machine requires eight
different threading operations and milling.”
“Because of our experience we do most of our
programming manually but have recently installed Fusion
360, which will give us 3D, CAD, CAM and CAE tool software
options to use.”
“We are in the business of producing components and
parts to customer specifications. We do not produce or sell
a product ourselves. Our success depends wholly on the
success of our customers, and the better job we do for them,
the more likely they are to be successful. When our customers
invite us to the room where decisions are made, we are in a
great position to excel for them. We’ve formed partnerships
with some customers where we both contribute to the part
design and manufacturing process. We have a seat at their
table, and they have a seat at ours. Our best partnerships are
those where we can collaborate.”
“We now have a much better appreciation of the
challenges machine shop owners must confront. We will
overcome all of the challenges that come our way. It takes
time, dedication and perseverance but it works much better
when we - ourselves and our client - both have a seat ‘in the
room where it happens’.”
“However, our expertise is in working out machining
solutions and we are not afraid to raise our hand, ask for help
and readily accept input.”
For further information contact Hanswill Engineering on
082 579 4102 or email hanswilleng@gmail.com
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Self-sufficient manufacturer

of commercial chicken housing systems
J van Gaalen & Son celebrates 55 years
When economic pundits talk about the inconsistent performance of the housing sector,
they aren’t talking about chicken housing. That business is doing just fine.

T

he poultry industry of
Housing and equipment
South Africa is of huge
Similar to the broiler
importance, both to
industry, housing of commercial
the economy of commercial
layers will be housed in two
concerns as well as the
types of buildings: Mechanically
supply to subsistence farmers
ventilated in which climate
and rural communities
control is possible by means
with a source of quality
of extraction fans and cooling
protein. Reports say that
pads or naturally ventilated
the poultry industry is the
depending on air displacement
largest segment of the
by current winds. Close
South African agricultural
monitoring is needed because
sector, contributing more
broiler birds, for example, are
than 16% to the gross
sensitive to fluctuations in
domestic product. It provides
temperature.
employment, directly and
There are several types of
Third generation MD Chris van Gaalen with his father
indirectly, for nearly 108 000
poultry housing systems and
Hans van Gaalen
people throughout its value
these include a deep litter
chain and related industries (DTI, 2017). Demand for poultry
system, a battery cage system and of course a free range
reportedly exceeds two million tons per year.
system. These housing and breeding systems are made up of
In South Africa the per capita consumption of broiler
a number of different elements, equipment and accessories
chicken is higher than all other meats. Many people believe
including feeders, waste disposal systems, crates, brooders
that poultry meat remains an affordable protein source as
or heaters, egg trays, incubators, laying cages, nest boxes,
opposed to pork, beef and mutton. Some also view poultry
waterers, lighting, perches, coops, trolleys, hoppers, feed
meat as a healthy alternative protein for red meat. The
troughs, in line feeders and many more.
price of chicken – the cheapest meat source – is also a
contributing factor.
Welcome J van Gaalen & Son
Generally, poultry farming comes with a high profit within
Welcome J van Gaalen & Son, a self-sufficient
a certain period if the farmer does everything correctly.
manufacturer of commercial chicken housing and breeding
When raising chickens for production they are called layers
systems, pig farming feeder systems and accessories,
and chickens raised for meat are called broilers. There
including watering, feeding, and climate/ventilation systems.
are three distinct sectors in the poultry industry – meat
The company has its roots dating back to 1967 when
production, egg production and incubating and raising
Johannes (Jo) van Gaalen registered the company. Jo, a
chicks.
trained tool and diemaker, emigrated to what was known as 

The company uses Trumpf punching machines
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The company has three different size Amada press brakes in the
bending department

The company has CNC lathes and a CNC milling machine in its
machine shop

Rhodesia in 1936 from Holland (the Netherlands) to escape
the worldwide economic downturn that began in 1929. Jo
would later move the family to South Africa where he worked
for Jurgens CI Caravans before starting his own company.
Initially Jo followed his trade and concentrated on
manufacturing dies for clients. Business grew steadily and
expanded enough for wife Jacoma (Jo) to join the company as
well as son Hans.
“I joined the company when I was only 16. I am at work
every day but I don’t carry much influence these days,” said
Hans van Gaalen with a mischievous smile.
“I am much happier driving the forklift and delivering
material to whichever machine needs it. I have handed over
to Chris my son, who is the Managing Director. Like me he
joined the company at a relatively young age of 26 in 1996.
Chris was employed at Haggie Rand where he served an
apprenticeship as a pupil engineer and Superintendent of the
wire drawing department. During this period, he completed a
National Higher Diploma in Mechanical Engineering T4. Chris
now runs the family business as a third generation Managing
Director.”
The family involvement does not stop with Chris though.
Mother Yvonne has been with the company many years
and is the CFO. Sister Sharon also works in the finance
department and brother Ian was the Production Director until
his sad passing after contracting Covid last year. Ian’s wife

J van Gaalen and Son have become a self-sufficient
manufacturer of commercial chicken housing systems wherever
possible. Components for their equipment and systems
are made by themselves
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One of the newer press brakes to be installed to process the smaller
components is an Amada RG 3512, a 35-ton machine

Amanda is the manager of associated company Pipework &
Engineering Services 2007 (Pty) Ltd and Chris’s son Simon is
currently serving his time at the company as a tool, jig and die
apprentice.
“Last year was not a great year for us as it was for many
around the world. We lost Ian, my brother, who had been an
integral part of the company for many years. It was a great
loss and a shock to all of us at the company,” said Chris van
Gaalen.
General engineering, sheet metal work, poultry and pig
equipment manufacturer
“He was instrumental in building the company into a
recognised general engineering, sheet metal work, poultry and
pig equipment manufacturer. The company had broadened
its scope from just being a die manufacturer to first taking on
general engineering work and then servicing the agricultural
and poultry industries with various systems and equipment.”
“Today the poultry and pig industry business accounts for
about 80% of our production and fabrications, with poultry
being the dominant player. If you had eggs for breakfast this
morning, the source of those eggs might be living in one of
our housing fabrications and could have been transported
around the supermarket on one of our trolleys that we
specifically manufacture for egg trays.”
“These housing systems have become very high-tech


The new front loading Durma HD-FS 3015 fiber laser

J van Gaalen and Son have recently installed their third Durma
fiber laser machine supplied by Spectrum Machine Tools Africa.
The Durma HD-FS 3015 has a shuttle table like the other two
Durma lasers but is front loading rather than side loading. The
machine has a bed size of 3 000mm by 1 500mm. The 3kW was
installed in March 2022 and cuts sheet thicker than required

these days while also taking into account the safety and wellbeing of the chickens. The poultry house should have proper
ventilation and lighting and if you decide to start a medium
to large-scale commercial broiler farming business, you need
to build a broiler poultry housing, specifically designed for
broilers. This means that your broiler housing must ensure
proper temperature and proper regulation for the birds
because of their sensitivity to change.”

“Today the poultry and pig industry business accounts for about
80% of our production and fabrications, with poultry being the
dominant player. If you had eggs for breakfast this morning, the
source of those eggs might be living in one of our housing
fabrications and could have been transported around
the supermarket on one of our trolleys that we
specifically manufacture for egg trays.”

“They could also be long, wide and have a number of tiers.
Tiers refer to the number of levels in each row. Typically, these
facilities are arranged into four to five rows of multitieredstacked cages, similar to the floors of a building. Tiers are
separated by manure-collecting belts that take the waste from
the hens above, allowing the hens below to remain healthy
and clean.”
“The broiler chicken housing units should also allow for 
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Plenty of engineering and galvanised steel goes into manufacturing
the products and systems

J van Gaalen and Son does not operate on a just-in-time basis.
Components and spares are always ready to be despatched
from the shelves

proper and free movement of each bird. The purpose of
poultry housing is to provide chickens with a healthy and
comfortable environment that’s clean, dry and secure. The
most affordable type is a naturally ventilated house scalable
to any size.”
“Plenty of engineering and galvanised steel goes into
these systems. In some of them, everything is automated.
That includes delivery of chicken feed, medications and water,
removal and disposal of manure and collection of eggs. In the
larger systems, human hands may never touch an egg.”

Pipework & Engineering Services 2007 is part of the Van Gaalen
Group and is one of the leading stockists of pipes, pipe
fittings and pipe supports
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Manufacturing and fabrication internally
“It has always been the company’s objective to be as selfsufficient as allowable when manufacturing our equipment
and systems. There are going to be items that we have to
purchase – motors, gearboxes and sprinklers are examples –
but for the most we will machine, cut, bend and press all the
components and sheet metal that are used on our equipment.
All the welding and fabrication is also done inhouse as is the
coating of metals when required.”
“We therefore have three Durma fiber lasers, Amada
and Promecam press brakes with widths between one and
three metres, Trumpf punching machines, guillotines, Amada
bandsaws, custom and plasma pipe benders, over 20 Caxton
presses, thread rollers, two robotic welders and 10 CO2
welders, MIG and TIG welding, spot welders, CNC lathes and a
CNC milling machine. This is just some of the more prominent
equipment that we employ on the floor to manufacture and
fabricate.”
“We recently installed the third of our Durma fiber laser
machines supplied by Spectrum Machine Tools Africa. The
Durma HD-FS 3015 has a shuttle table like our other two
Durma lasers but is front loading rather than side loading. The
machine has a bed size of 3 000mm by 1 500mm. The 3kW
was installed in March 2022 and cuts sheet thicker than we
require.”
“Where applicable we will assemble but if we have to do
an installation on site we will do so. We do not sell directly 

Pipework & Engineering Services 2007 supplies suspension solutions
for the fire reticulation and ventilation industries. Any pipe or
similar that needs to be suspended, in parking garages
for example, PES 2007 will supply

J van Gaalen and Son have two robotic welding cells

to the farmer or public, we rather work with the poultry and
agriculture equipment distributors such as Plasson Livestock
and Big Dutchman who are turnkey suppliers to the end
user. They will supply the building equipment such as the
house structures and panels whereas we are virtually turnkey
suppliers of the inside the building equipment. We do not
manufacture or supply any equipment for hatchery or meat
processing. We rather supply for broiling, breeding, pullet
rearing and laying businesses.”
“A pullet is the word used for a female bird from day-old to
point-of-lay when she becomes a hen or a layer.”
“We will however communicate directly with the farmer
and commercial businesses and visit their facilities to get
feedback on our equipment. We are always looking for input
to improve our products and who better to get it from but the
end user.”
Components, spares and accessories
“As you can imagine with the amount of equipment that
we manufacture we require many different components,
spares and accessories. We manufacture over 400 different
products with approximately 280 being ex-stock products that
are in constant production. There are over 1 800 line items
that we manufacture and not all of them are used on the
equipment.”
“Take the suspension products for example. We
manufacture and supply nine different pulleys. To name a

Hans van Gaalen, son of the founder Johannes, is happier
driving the forklift and delivering material to whichever
machine needs it
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The company has a number of spot welders for the mesh used
in the caging that it manufactures

few others there are guards, shafts, couplers, yolks, legs,
j-bolts, universal joints, sprockets, hooks, all components and
products used in assembling and installing the equipment
designed for the poultry and pig businesses. It is our objective
to provide every single item needed so the supplier does not
have to run to a number of different places to get what he
needs.”
“Equipment is designed to suite the wide varying needs
of the poultry industry in various markets. We are aware
that broilers are raised in different climates and different
marketing weights ranging from 1.5kg to 4kg so we need to
accommodate the differences.”
“Our aim is to offer the best solution and package of
equipment that will enable each and every single grower
to maximise his achievements with a superb package of
equipment that ensures excellent results for many years of
use.”
“Most of the sheet metal we process is light gauge
between 1mm and 6mm, all galvanised because of the
conditions it is used in, and we could process up to 500 tons
in a year. A difficult number to give because of the variants.”
“Post Covid we are having supply challenges like many
other processing and fabricating companies in South Africa.
The one and only manufacturer is very unreliable and we are
having to create new supply chains. At the same time the
government is not putting any restrictions on cheap imports

so we are not operating on a level playing field.”

A product for a chicken breeding system

Staff and training
“Currently we employ 85 permanent staff. We also
like to train our staff and besides my son we have two
other apprentices employed. One of the youngsters has a
grandmother that worked for us for 38 years. Additionally we
have trained up eight other apprentices.”
Pipework & Engineering Services 2007
“Pipework & Engineering Services 2007 (Pty) Ltd was
established by Frans Deken in 1971 and traded as Pipework &
Engineering Services (Pty) Ltd. As the company expanded Mark
and Alice Deken joined their father in his venture.”
“In October 2007 Dad invested in the company to assist
with the rapidly expanding company. Today PES 2007 is fully
owned by the Van Gaalen Group and is one of the leading
stockists of pipes, pipe fittings and pipe supports. They are
also stockists of Fischer and Hilti products and the manger of
the company is my late brother’s wife Amanda, as I mentioned
earlier.”
“To describe their products, you have to refer to them as
suspension solutions for the fire reticulation and ventilation
industries. Any pipe or similar that needs to be suspended, in
parking garages for example, PES 2007 will supply.”
“The majority of the product they supply is manufactured
by J van Gaalen & Sons.”
“Like most manufacturers we have our challenges such
as the power supply no longer being secure. In our industry in
the past, it was a case of the client being prepared to wait for
product to be manufactured. This has now changed to “Where
is it?’, no which is not a bad indication of the faith they have in

J van Gaalen and Son have 20 Caxton type presses that they use

our product. We now carry many items and products ex-stock
to accommodate the market trends.”
“Poultry production also has significant challenges, with
high input costs and narrow margins being near the top of the
list. However, meticulous management and keeping a close
eye on finances can bring business success. But like choosing
the right and best-quality feed for your chickens to produce the
best-quality meat, demands that the best-quality equipment is
also chosen to house the chickens in. This is where we fit in.”
For further details contact J van Gaalen & Son on
TEL: 011 027 7458 or visit www.jvangaalen.co.za
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Tool craft for aircraft

I

n machining
machining. Intensive
aerospace
tool wear affects
components, the
surface accuracy,
main challenges
while an unpredictable
relate to component
tool breakage may
materials. Titanium,
lead to the discarding
high-temperature
of a whole part.
superalloys (HTSA),
Advanced
and creep-resisting
multitasking
steel are difficult to
machines, Swisscut and machining
type lathes, and live
is a real bottleneck
tooling lathes have
in the whole aircraft
profoundly changed
supply chain. Poor
manufacturing
machinability of these
small-size parts of
Fig. 1
Fig. 2
In the last year, Iscar has expanded its
A common feature for the nodular tools various hydraulic and
materials results in
range by introducing new milling cutters
is the delivery of internal coolant to be
low cutting speeds,
pneumatic systems,
carrying ‘classical’ Heli200 and HeliMill
supplied directly to the required insert
which significantly
actuators, and
indexable inserts with two cutting edges
cutting edge
reduces productivity
accessories, which
and shortens tool life.
are used in aircrafts.
Both these factors are
Consequently, the aerospace industry
directly connected with cutting tools. In
requires more and more cutting tools
fact, when dealing with hard-to-machine
that are designed specifically for such
typical aerospace materials, cutting tool
machines to achieve maximum machining
functionality defines the existing level of
efficiency.
productivity. The truth is, cutting tools
A cutting tool – the smallest element
in their development lag machine tools,
of a manufacturing system – turns into
and this development gap limits the
a key pillar for substantially improved
capabilities of leading-edge machines
performance. Therefore, aerospace part
in the manufacturing of aerospace
manufacturers and machine tool builders
components.
are waiting for innovative solutions for a
Modern aircraft, especially unmanned
new level of chip removal processes from
aerial vehicles (UAV), feature a
their cutting tool producers. The solution
considerably increased share of composite
targets are evident: More productivity
materials. Effective machining composites
and more tool life. Machining complex
Fig. 3
demand specific cutting tools, which is
shapes of specific aerospace parts
The new turning tools with a square shank
the focus of a technological leap in the
and large-sized fuselage components
and a reliable screw clamping mechanism
aerospace industry.
demand a predictable tool life period
for 55° rhombic insert facilitate HPC in
Aircraft-grade aluminium continues
for reliable process planning and a welllongitudinal, face and profile turning
to be a widely used material for fuselage
timed replacement of worn tools or their
operations on small-diameter parts
elements. It may seem that machining
exchangeable cutting components.
aluminium is simple, however, selecting the right cutting tool
The cutting tool manufacturer has a limited choice of
is a necessary key to success in high-efficiency machining of
sources for finding an ideal solution and may only have cutting
aluminium.
tool materials, a cutting geometry, and an intelligent robust
A complex part shape is a specific feature of the turbine
design as the main instruments to progress. However, despite
engine technology. Most geometrically complicated parts
these limited choices, the cutting tool manufacturer continues
of aero engines work in highly corrosive environments and
all efforts to provide a new generation of tools to meet the
are made from hard-to-cut materials, such as titanium and
growing requirements of the aerospace industry. Covid-19 has
HTSA, to ensure the required life cycle. A combination of
seriously slowed down industry development, but this does not
complex shape, low material machinability, and high accuracy
make the industry demands any less actual. The latest tool
requirements are the main difficulties in producing these
designs are good evidence of the cutting tool manufacturer’s
parts. Leading multi-axis machining centers enable various
response to the demand for aerospace component production.
chip removal strategies to provide complex profiles in a more
effective way. But a cutting tool, which comes into direct
Coolant jet
contact with a part, has a strong impact on the success of
In machining titanium, HTSA and creep-resisting steel,
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high-pressure cooling (HPC) is an efficient tool for improving
performance and increasing productivity. Pinpointed
HPC significantly reduces the temperature at the cutting
edge, ensures better chip formation and provides small,
segmented chips. This contributes to higher cutting data
and better tool life when compared with conventional
cooling methods. More and more intensive applying HPC
to machining difficult-to-cut materials is a clear trend in
manufacturing aerospace components. Understandably,
cutting tool manufacturers consider HPC tooling an
important direction of development.
Iscar, one of leaders in cutting tool manufacturing, has
a vast product range for machining with HPC. In the last
year, Iscar has expanded its range by introducing new milling
cutters carrying ‘classical’ Heli200 and HeliMill indexable
inserts with two cutting edges (Fig. 1). This step brings an
entire page of history to Iscar’s product line.
In the 1990s, Iscar introduced the HeliMill – a family of
indexable milling tools, which carried inserts with a helical
cutting edge. The new design provides constant rake and
relief angles along a mill cutting edge and results in a
smooth and light cut with a significant reduction in power
consumption. The HeliMill principle turned into a recognised
concept in the design of the 90° indexable milling cutters.
The HeliMill was modified and underwent changes which
led to additional
milling families and
inserts with more
cutting edges. The
excellent performance
and its close
derivatives of the
original tools ensured
their phenomenal
popularity in
metalworking.
Therefore, by adding
a modern HPC tool
design to the proven
HeliMill family was
Fig. 4
a direct response to
Iscar’s new solid carbide drills in the
customer demand and
diameter range of 3mm to 10m (Fig. 3)
the next logical tool
are intended specifically for such an
operation
line to develop.
In turning,
Iscar considerably
expanded its line of assembled modular tools comprising
of bars and exchangeable heads with indexable inserts.
With the use of a serrated connection, these tools fit a wide
range of heads with a range of different insert geometries,
including threading and standard ISO turning inserts for
different applications for greater flexibility.
The bars have both traditional and anti-vibration designs
and differ by their adaptation: Cylindrical or polygonal taper
shank. A common feature for the nodular tools is the delivery
of internal coolant to be supplied directly to the required
insert cutting edge (Fig. 2). Depending on the diameter of a
cylindrical-shank tool, the maximum coolant pressure varies
from 30 to 70 bars, while the tools with polygonal taper
shank facilitate ultra HPC at a pressure of up to 300 bars.
The efficient distribution of coolant increases the insert’s
tool life by reducing the temperature and improving chip
control and chip evacuation; substantially increasing this
application line in the aerospace industry.
Drilling solutions
Machining composite materials is filled with various
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traps and pitfalls. High abrasiveness of composites
intensifies wear rate which shortens tool life and affects the
performance. Drilling is the most common cutting operation
in machining composites, hence even a small improvement
in functionality of drilling tools is of key importance.
Iscar developed a range of new drills that are intended
especially for composite materials. To increase abrasion
resistance, these drills have a cutting part made from extra
hard polycrystalline diamond (PCD) or diamond coating.
Depending on the drill diameter, the PCD cutting part is
known as a nib or a wafer, and in both cases is suitable for
regrinding up to five times. The CVD diamond-coated solid
carbide drills are attractive because of another specific
design feature: The wavy shape of main cutting edges.
In machining composite materials, a tool produces more
chattering than a cutting effect. The wavy shape of the
cutting edge considerably reduces delamination and burrs,
especially when drilling carbon fibre reinforced plastics
(CFRP) and carbon laminates.
In addition to composites, the diamond-coated drills
are suitable for machining other high-abrasive engineering
materials. If necessary, these drills can be delivered with
optional tool through coolant holes.
Drilling deep, small-in-diameter holes is a common
operation in
manufacturing
aerospace
components. Iscar’s
new solid carbide
drills in the diameter
range of 3 - 10mm
(0.125” - 0.391”)
(Fig. 3) are intended
specifically for such
an operation. The
combination of a
split point geometry,
a double-margin
design, polished
Fig. 5
flutes, a multi-layer
One of the typical toolholders in this
coating and coolant
family has a tapered shank that can
holes provides a
be mounted in a collet chuck directly
noteworthy tool family
ensuring a rigid and reliable connection
for effective one-pass
to improve tool performance
drilling holes with a
depth of up to 50 hole diameters in difficult-to-cut austenitic
and creep-resisting steels and ferrum-based alloys.
For any complexity
Airfoils of aero-engine turbines and compressors,
impellers, and integrally bladed rotors (IBR) have a complex
shape that is defined by aerodynamic requirements. New
developments, which are directed on improving aeroengine efficiency, add to this complexity. Advancement of
technology brought new methods for producing formed parts,
in particular 3D printing, which significantly diminishes
material stock for chip removal. However, machining
remains the most common method for the final shaping
method in manufacturing geometrically complex aerospace
components. The progress in 5-axis machining and CAD/
CAM systems has enriched the manufacturer’s solution pool
to overcome difficulties in component production.
Barrel-shaped milling cutters have good prospects
in 5-axis machining of aerospace components with
complex surfaces. Iscar has developed a series of barrelshaped cutters of 8 - 16mm (.312” - .500”) in diameter

in two designed configurations: Solid carbide endmills

and exchangeable heads with a Multi-Master threaded
connection. The introduction of these tools into the
machining processes is a major advantage of intensifying
blade manufacturing.
Promising multitasking
Effectiveness of chip-removal processing on compact
multi-tasking machines and Swiss-type lathes depends
largely on correct tool selection. Demands to increase
productivity require maximum tool holding stiffness and
limited working space to minimise tool overhang.
Recently, Iscar introduced NeoCollet, a new tool holding
family, which
provides an
alternative to
clamping tools
with spring collets.
One of the typical
toolholders
in this family
has a tapered
shank that can
be mounted in
a collet chuck
directly (Fig. 4),
ensuring a rigid
and reliable
connection to
improve tool
performance.
The new family
includes the
holders for
Iscar T-Slot
exchangeable
slot and face
milling heads from
cemented carbide.
As mentioned,
applying highpressure cooling
can substantially
change machining
results especially
when dealing with
titanium, HTSA
and difficultto-cut stainless
steel – the main
materials for
aircraft hydraulic
and pneumatic
systems and lightsized accessories.
The new turning
tools with a
square shank
and a reliable
screw clamping
mechanism
for 55°
rhombic insert
facilitate HPC in
longitudinal, face
and profile turning
operations on
small-diameter
parts (Fig. 5).

The given examples illustrate how the toolmaker tries to
find more effective solutions to meet the new requirements
of the aerospace industry. A slowdown in the industry growth
and reduction of aircraft production caused by Covid-19
has not diminished the toolmaker’s focus on their needs for
partners. On the contrary, new progressive cutting tools have
been developed and Iscar will successfully find its new and
upgraded applications in the restored aircraft production of
tomorrow.
For further details contact Iscar South Africa on
TEL: 011 997 2700 or visit www.iscar.com
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Doosan Machine Tools

changes name to DN Solutions

T

he company, under the leadership of its parent company,
DN Automotive, will be reborn as a total manufacturing
solutions provider through identifying and investing new
growth opportunities.
Doosan Machine Tools announced that it will change its
name to DN Solutions and be reborn as a total manufacturing
solutions provider. The new name will be effective as of
June 2, and signifies a new start after the merger with DN
Automotive, which became its new parent company in January
2022.
According to the company, the “D” in “DN” alludes to
the 45 years of history built by Daewoo and Doosan, the
predecessors of DN Solutions, along with DTR Automotive,
the predecessor of DN Automotive. “N” represents “Now
and New,” the will of the DN Group to open new paths by
constantly taking on new challenges rather than being
complacent about past achievements. It also means the
beginning of a new and bigger era empowered by the strong
synergy between the two companies that have now become
one family, now DN Solutions notes.
DN Solutions is committed to revising itself as a true
global manufacturer under the new name by strengthening
distinctive competitive advantages over current growth

engines, and proactively building a presence in the areas of
future growth through aggressive investment in expanding
manufacturing capabilities and sustainable management
for social responsibility. The company plans to work closely
together with DN Automotive, its controlling shareholder, in
identifying new growth engines to become a solutions provider
for the global manufacturing industry.
DN Automotive is an automotive parts manufacturer
founded in 1971 that produces tires, batteries and vibration
management systems (VMS). It is said to be a top three
manufacturer in the global VMS market and supplies
approximately 30 global OEMs including General Motors (GM)
and BMW.
“This name change was intended to signify our
commitment to becoming a global manufacturer,” Kim JaeSeop, CEO of DN Solutions, says. “DN Solutions and DN
Automotive create a synergistic effect by working together
to find new growth engines and maximize manufacturing
capabilities. We are committed to offering integrated
manufacturing solutions to a wide range of industries based
on competitive products.”
For further details contact Puma Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit www.pumamachinetools.co.za

United Grinding and Titans

of CNC to launch new grinding academy

U

nited Grinding and Titans of
CNC, a manufacturing group
of part-makers, influencers
and educators, have collaborated to
launch the all-new Grinding Academy.
Much like Titans’ existing machining
and aerospace academies, the
Grinding Academy will offer free
online courses that teach and train
the next generation of machinists.
“We’re so excited to be teaming
with Titans of CNC on their Grinding Academy,” said Paul Kössl,
global head of marketing and business development at United
Grinding Group.
“The precision and quality made possible by CNC grinding
is something that more manufacturers should know about. The
academy will showcase all of that power and potential, while
also teaching viewers how to harness it.”
Titans of CNC’s humble origins – a lone machine shop in
California – has grown into the world’s first CNC educational
platform that’s recognised by engineers, machinists, hobbyists,
students and educators around the world.
With over a million followers across social media platforms
including Facebook, YouTube, LinkedIn, and TikTok, Titans of
CNC has become the trusted voice in manufacturing.
“We’re grateful for partners like United Grinding,
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100% free.”

whose world-class equipment and
collaborative philosophies allow us to
do what we do, which is educate and
inspire anyone who has a passion for
manufacturing,” said Titan Gilroy, CEO
at Titans of CNC.
“The Grinding Academy will teach
students the full spectrum of grinding
from fundamentals to finished
parts, and the curriculum found at
grindingacademy.com will always be

Titans of CNC has four United Grinding machines on its
shop floor in Texas: The Blohm Planomat XT profile grinder, the
Studer favorit and Studer S41 cylindrical grinding machines,
and the Walter Helitronic Vision 400 L tool grinder. These
machines will be the first tools used to create content for the
Grinding Academy.
The Grinding Academy launches in June 2022. For more
info on all of Titans of CNC’s education initiatives, visit
grindingacademy.com. To see the complete line-up of machines
and for more information on the United Grinding and Titans of
CNC partnership, visit www.titansforgrinding.com.
For further details contact Retecon on TEL: 011 976 8600
or visit www.retecon.co.za

EuroBLECH 2022 is confirmed
to take place in October 2022
The world’s largest sheet metal working exhibition will take place
from 25 to 28 October 2022 in Hannover, Germany.

F

ollowing the latest easing of Covid restrictions, show
organiser Mack-Brooks Exhibitions confirmed that the
26th edition of the International Sheet Metal Working
Technology Exhibition, EuroBLECH 2022, will take place from
25 to 28 October 2022, in Hannover, Germany. The current
exhibitor list stands at 1 257 companies from 39 nations,
covering a total net exhibition space of over 88 000m² (89
875m², a total of 1 507 exhibitors from 40 countries in 2018),
says EuroBLECH.
EuroBLECH 2022 will be occupying nine exhibition halls
(11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 26 and 27) at the Hanover
Exhibition Grounds, the world’s largest exhibition centre. The
newly added hall 26 will focus on joining technology and
also host exhibitors of surface and tool technology who had
previously been located in hall 13.
Exhibits cover the entire sheet metalworking technology
chain in the manufacturing of metal prototypes, industrial
components and consumer parts. This includes machines,
tools and IT solutions for cutting, punching and forming,
joining, welding and fastening, surface treatment and finishing,
process control and
quality assurance,
machine elements and
components, CAD/
CAM/CIM systems,
warehouse and factory
equipment, material
recycling, and other
solutions to process
metal sheets, tubes,
profiles, plastic hybrids
and other structures.
EuroBLECH says
exhibitors come from
around the globe,
ranging from innovative
start-ups and SMEs to
big internationals. The
organisation reports
that this year’s top
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exhibiting countries are Germany, Italy, Turkey, Switzerland,
China, the Netherlands, Spain, Belgium, Poland and France.
Visitors can expect live machine demonstrations and
technological world premieres, along with opportunities to
watch innovative machinery in action. Traditionally, EuroBLECH
attracts a high percentage of visitors with decision-making
and buying capacity. For 2022, tech budgets are expected
to rise as companies begin to revive their plans to invest in
emerging technology for a future-proof business, according to
the organisation.
EuroBLECH 2018 boasted a total of 56 301 international
trade visitors, including buyers, design engineers, production
and quality managers, researchers and other technical experts
from all management levels and business types.
Visitors come from all key industry sectors, including
manufacturers of sheet metal parts, components and
assemblies, ferrous and non-ferrous metal production and
construction, automotive, aerospace and shipbuilding,
mechanical engineering, building and construction,
heating, ventilation and air conditioning, renewable energy
construction,
consumer electronics,
telecommunication,
precision, optics and
medical equipment,
food and packaging
and many more.
Further information
on EuroBLECH 2022,
e.g. show profile,
exhibitor list, travel,
accommodation, visa
information and Covid
safety measures, is
available at www.
euroblech.com. To
receive regular event
updates, please
subscribe to the free
e-news service.

JIMTOF 2022:

The 31st Japan International
Machine Tool Fair

T

he Japan Machine Tool
Builders’ Association (JMTBA)
and Tokyo Big Sight Inc. will
host the upcoming event, JIMTOF
2022, that will be held in Tokyo Big
Sight from 8 November to
13 November 2022. JIMTOF 2022
will be using all of the exhibition
halls of Tokyo Big Sight, including
the South Hall, which opened in
2019. JIMTOF 2022 will be held
with 861 exhibitors and a record
number of 5 610 booths in total.
This time, JIMTOF marks its
sixtieth anniversary, and this time’s
fair will be the biggest ever. JIMTOF
is expanding its venue, using the
South Halls of Tokyo Big Sight for
the first time in addition to the
East and West Halls, and the total
exhibition area will cover 118
540m².
As in JIMTOF 2018, all of
the exhibitors’ booths in JIMTOF
2022, including both domestic
and overseas exhibitors, will be placed into categories of the
products being exhibited. The Special Event under the theme,
“Additive Manufacturing Area in JIMTOF 2022” will take place
in the new South Hall.
About JIMTOF
A machine tool specialised exhibition, JIMTOF is regarded
as one of the largest international technology exhibitions in
the world, which introduces machine tools and associated
machines, tooling, accessories and other equipment and
processes for manufacturing companies and institutions. It

also introduces the latest and most
cutting-edge technologies and
products in the area of machine
tools.
JIMTOF has been held
biennially for over 50 years since
1962. In JIMTOF 2022, products
of a variety of industries including
metal cutting machine tools,
metal forming machine tools,
machine tool accessories, tools
for machines (cutting tools and
wear-resistant tools), diamond
and CBN tools, grinding wheels
and abrasives, gears and gear
devices, oil hydraulic, pneumatic
and water hydraulic machinery,
precision measuring machines and
instruments, optical measuring
instruments, testing machinery
and CAD/CAM, among others,
will be exhibited, and the latest
information of products and
technologies will be shown to the
visitors.
JIMTOF has an established reputation as an exhibition
where visitors can obtain the latest information on a variety
of products used in the manufacturing industry. JITMOF has
long been a platform for product debuts, with more than half
of all the exhibitors at every gathering using the opportunity
to roll out their latest creations. For many exhibitors, JIMTOF
represents a major target on the development timeline.
Considering its high profile in the industry, JIMTOF has won
acclaim for giving visitors their first looks at new products and
technologies.
For further details visit www.jimtof.org

Renishaw announces investment
of over £50 million for UK
manufacturing site

G

lobal engineering company, Renishaw, is to invest over
£50 million at its Miskin site in South Wales to increase
manufacturing capacity and to help meet its net zero
emissions targets.
This will see 37 000m² of additional low carbon buildings
created at the 193-acre site to the west of Cardiff, consisting
of two new production halls and an employee welfare facility.
The existing production halls will also be refurbished to reduce
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their greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.
Planning permission for the detailed plans to almost
double the footprint of the site, which was acquired by
Renishaw in 2011 and currently accommodates 650
employees, was granted by the Vale of Glamorgan Council
last year. With the company continuing to see strong business
growth and have confidence in its long-term prospects, those
plans will now be realised.


This significant
printing) machines.
investment will give
Renishaw the additional
Sustainability targets
manufacturing capacity
A vital consideration for
required to meet its
the construction programme
forecast sales growth in
at the Miskin site, is the
the coming years and
achievement of Renishaw’s
will also enable it to help
Net Zero Scopes 1 and 2
achieve its 2028 net zero
GHG emissions targets.
target for Scopes 1 and 2
Therefore, the new facilities
GHG emissions.
will be built with the latest
The construction
technologies and materials
will be completed in
to ensure that they will be
phases, with a 15-month
net zero in operation, and
programme of work
the build will also aim to
starting in July 2022
minimise the amount of
to build the first of the
embodied carbon within the
new halls (17 540m²),
building materials used in
the welfare facility and
construction.
supporting infrastructure.
By the end of 2024, the
The basic shell
company also aims to have
Renishaw is to invest over £50 million at its Miskin site in South Wales to
for the second new
refurbished the two existing
increase manufacturing capacity and to help meet its net zero emissions
production hall (18
halls at Miskin to reduce
targets. This will see 37 000m² of additional low carbon buildings created at
190m²) will be built by
their carbon emissions
the 193-acre site to the west of Cardiff, Wales
December 2024 and
including new energywill be fully constructed when business levels require its use.
efficient cladding and the replacement of existing heating
The details of the operations that will take place in each of
systems. These sustainability investments complement
the new halls is yet to be fully determined, but the additional
initiatives at the company’s other global sites, including large
capacity will allow for increases to machining operations and
investments in roof-mounted solar panels, new car port solar
the assembly of products already built at the site, including
panels, and feasibility studies to assess the viability of wind
Renishaw’s world-leading metal additive manufacturing (3D
power.

Grob and United Grinding Group
enter the AM market

G

erman machine tool
manufacturer Grob has
entered the additive
manufacturing (AM) market after
launching the GMP300, which
it says provides its customers
with a production system for the
manufacturing of near-net-shape
components.
The new Liquid Metal Printing
(LMP) system premiered with its
first-time presentation at the Grob in-house exhibition in April
2022, where it was announced the move into the fast-growing
sector.
Grob notes AM is becoming increasingly important in
particular for prototype manufacturing, but also for small and
medium-sized series components, for highly customisable
components, or those with complex geometry. LMP was
developed at Grob for a future-oriented, economically sound
and flexible AM process that eliminates the disadvantages of
traditional AM in the metalworking sector.
With the GMP300, Grob says it offers its customers
reliable, efficient and cost-conscious system technology with
maximum production flexibility for individual and small-series
production.
The work area is 300mm x 300mm x 300mm. The

GMP300 is equipped with 3-axis
kinematics and maximum axis speed
of 30m/min. The inert atmosphere
protects the component from oxidation,
guaranteeing consistently good material
quality.
United Grinding Group’s Impact 4530
machine
Meanwhile, the United Grinding Group
has developed its own brand under the
IRPD brand. The new Impact 4530 machine has a high degree
of automation and it says while the machines available on the
market are largely based on manual processes and difficult to
integrate into the manufacturing process, the IMPACT 4530, is
designed for safe operation under industrial conditions.
Daniel Erni, managing director of IRPD, says: “Given
its stable reproduction conditions, accuracy, quality, and
scalability, the Impact 4530 is the first industrial-grade
additive machine tool to bear the Made in Switzerland label.”
The high repeating accuracy is reinforced through the use
of smart software, as the new machine is equipped with the
new C.O.R.E. technology. The Group’s hardware and software
architecture enables intuitive operation and networking with
other machine tools, and allows machines to prepare for
production largely on their own.
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Modern Machine Shop

has released the results of the 2021
World Machine Tool Survey
It may seem like it was a long time coming, but there are hints from the
machine tool industry that an economic rebound is on the horizon.

M

odern
Machine
Shop has
released the results
of the 2021 World
Machine Tool Survey
(WMTS).
Cautiously
optimistic.
Encouraged. Just
shy of a happy
dance. These
descriptors may
apply to you after
reviewing results
of the 2021 World
Machine Tool
Survey.
What’s up? Machine tool industry economic indicators
are. Not just one. Not one-half of them. Rather, all four areas
measured by WMTS. Production, consumption, imports, and
exports, show growth from 2020 to 2021.
It may seem like it was a long time coming, but there
are hints from the machine tool industry that an economic
rebound is on the horizon. The broader path to recovery may
have been interrupted, however, by developments around the
world since the close of 2021. In any case, the 2021 WMTS
results give reason to hope that putting the worst of Covid-19
in the rear-view mirror, accompanied by sustained positive
trends in manufacturing, are very real possibilities in the near
future.
As for specifics, overall machine tool consumption
increased from $70 billion in 2020 to $80 billion in 2021,
while production increased from $73 billion to $85 billion on
the way to recovery from dips in 2020.
Global production exceeded consumption by $5 billion.
This difference may be, at least in part, a function of machine
tool builders trying to get out in front of supply chain issues.
The resulting surplus of machine tools may put downward
pressure on prices, but global supply chain disruptions
themselves are likely to put upward pressure on machine tool
prices. Will one force be stronger than the other? Might they
cancel each other out? Only time will tell in the absence of a
crystal ball.
Most participating countries saw increases on all
measured indicators. Recovery rates vary by country, with
the United States and China serving up the most evidence.
For example, 2021 marks the highest US production total
since 1998 and second highest since 1981, as well as the
largest year-over-year increase for the US in reported history.
China’s production increased $5 billion from 2020 to 2021,
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the biggest single
year increase in 10
years.
Production
updates
The six largest
producers - China,
Germany, Italy,
Japan, South
Korea and the
United States remain unchanged
from 2020, with
some jockeying
of position. US
production reached
$7.5 billion in
2021, thanks to a $2 billion increase from 2020. Japan
unseated Germany’s number two position, a function of
Japan’s increased production combined with Germany’s slight
decrease. Italy’s production was up, but the US was up more,
enabling the US to swap positions and assume the number
four spot.
Consumption updates
The six largest producers are also the six largest
consumers in 2021. China, US and Germany, in that order,
maintained ranks on consumption from 2020 to 2021.
About the survey
This is the 54th edition of an independent, annual survey
that collects statistics from machine tool consuming and
producing countries and compares them in real US dollars. It
is conducted by Gardner Intelligence, the research department
of Gardner Business Media Inc.
Sources of data
Contributors include the 15-member CECIMO consortium
and AMT – The Association For Manufacturing Technology. For
countries that do not report total imports and exports, data
from the International Trade Centre (ITC) are used. ITC data
are also used to report imports and exports at the machine
tool category level for all countries. Data presented in the
World Machine Tool Survey are solicited for metal cutting
machines (codes 8456-8461 under the Harmonised Tariff
System) and for metal forming machines (8462-8463), and
are solicited for complete machines only, not including parts
or rebuilt machines.
For further details visit https://www.gardnerintelligence.
com/report/world-machine-tool

Hypertherm changes its corporate
name to Hypertherm Associates

H

ypertherm is changing its corporate name to Hypertherm
Associates, a name that represents the company’s
evolution from a manufacturer of plasma cutting
products to a multi-technology provider of industrial cutting
solutions, with its people at the heart of everything it does to
support and solve customer challenges.
Hypertherm Associates will continue to offer the line-up
of industrial cutting solutions including plasma, waterjet,
software and more, organised under four distinct businesses.
Hypertherm will continue as the brand for plasma cutting
solutions, while Omax will remain the name for its waterjet
cutting systems. Two newly defined groups, the Hypertherm
Associates Software Group and Hypertherm Associates
Aftermarket Group, will encompass product brands such
as ProNest, Robotmaster, Centricut laser, and AccuStream
waterjet parts.
“We wanted our new corporate name to reflect our
people-focused culture as a 100% Associate-owned company.
Our founders established a passion for customer-focused
technology innovation, put the development and wellbeing of
our people - our Associates - at the centre of the equation,
and then gave ownership of the company to those Associates
to carry that vision forward,” explained Evan Smith, president
and CEO of Hypertherm Associates.
“It reinforces our focus on people, from our customers,
partners, and surrounding communities to our Associates,
who own the company. It cements our long-term commitment

and focus on customer-focused technology innovation and
partnership, and to our communities, rather than external
shareholders or investors.”
Along with the new name, Hypertherm Associates is
introducing a new corporate logo and updated logos for its
technology brands. The Hypertherm Associates logo, designed
to resemble a nest of cut parts, serves to visually link the
corporate brand with the company’s respected technology and
product brands.
At the same time, it demonstrates the company’s
industry and technology leadership - and its commitment to
lean manufacturing, sustainable practices, and innovative
engineering - as well as the strength of cross-technology
offerings that solve customer challenges.
Hypertherm Associates is a US-based manufacturer
of industrial cutting products and software. Its products,
including Hypertherm plasma and Omax waterjet systems, are
used by companies around the world to build ships, airplanes,
and railcars; construct steel buildings, fabricate heavy
equipment, erect wind turbines, and more.
In addition to cutting systems, the company creates CNCs
and software trusted for performance and reliability that
result in increased productivity and profitability for hundreds
of thousands of businesses. Founded in 1968, Hypertherm
Associates is a 100% Associate-owned company, employing
approximately 2 000 Associates, with operations and partner
representation worldwide.

Manufacturers urged to bolster

M

inventories as supply chain
disruption mounts

anufacturers across a variety
of sectors are being urged
to consider fattening their
inventories as quickly as possible
in order to mitigate a prolonged
disruption to global supply chains.
The advice comes from supply
chain risk and performance
management specialist, Achilles,
whose latest report on the resilience
of global supply chains, indicates
high risks are evident across almost
all sectors and geographies.
The Q2 Achilles Supply Chain
Resilience Index (ASCRI) now
indicates a score of 39.8 – the first
time the figure has fallen below
its 40-point high-risk threshold,
with further declines in resilience
expected.
Anticipation of a protracted war
in Ukraine and the re-emergence
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of Covid in China bringing about further logistical challenges
have led to a desperate need for procurement professionals to
mitigate the potential impact of supply losses over the months
to come.
Where possible, bringing the next order forward can help
manufacturers to potentially afford themselves one extra
stock cycle and the time to find alternatives if supply is lost.
While many will be concerned about the cost of an
extra stock cycle in the short term, the cost premium is still
expected to be less than that caused by large-scale stockouts.
Katie
Tamblin, chief
product officer
at Achilles, said:
“Procurement
professionals work
tirelessly to plan
contingencies
should supply
chain disruption
arise, but what
happens when
there are so
many risks that
some become
unavoidable?”
“With the
prolonged conflict
in Ukraine and
extremely tight
restrictions on
movement in
China at present,
the prospect of
further disruption
and even higher
costs seem almost
inevitable.”
“It would
be wise for
manufacturers to
consider acting
now to mitigate
even greater risks
months down the
line. By bringing
planned orders
forward as much
as possible, that
extra stock cycle
and the extra
planning time
it brings, could
prove to be an
invaluable way to
find alternative
sources of supply.”
The ASCRI
is a time series
index measuring
changes in supply
chain risk. The
index measures
underlying supply
chain risk by
country across
six categories:

Economic, environmental, labour practices, legal and
governance, resilience, and safety and security.
Each country’s score is derived by combining the Achilles’
Scores of suppliers based in the country with that country’s
overall performance in those six categories. This framework is
then supplemented by a range of global measures, including
shipping and sentiment data. The Q2 Report uses data from
January to March 2022.
To read the report, visit: www.achilles.com/industryinsights/ascri/
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BMW reports success in metal

3D printing in standard production of cars

A

project consortium funded by the German Federal
Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) and led by
the BMW Group was launched three years ago, with
small and mid-sized enterprises, large companies and research
institutes. The common goal was to revolutionise metal 3D
printing in standard production of cars.
The 12 members of the consortium presented the
successful implementation of the IDAM (Industrialisation and
Digitalisation of Additive Manufacturing) project at the BMW
Group Additive Manufacturing Campus in Oberschleißheim,
where a digitally connected, fully automated 3D printing
production line has been set up and prepared for automotive
standard production. An additional line is located at the firm
GKN Powder Metallurgy in Bonn.
Around 50 000 components
per year can be manufactured
cost-effectively in common part
production, as well as more than
10 000 individual and new parts,
by means of 3D printing using
Laser Powder Bed Fusion (LPBF):
The starting material, metal
powder, is remelted with a laser,
layer by layer, at the site where
the solid component needs to be
created at each level. Using this
3D printing process means certain
tools are no longer required and
new design possibilities can be
realised, which greatly increases
flexibility.
Having started out from a
concept outline in 2019, fully
automated driverless transport
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systems (FTS) now carry the 3D printers’ mobile build
chambers between modules in the IDAM production lines.
The machines are orchestrated by a central control unit that
consolidates all production data from individual line modules
to ensure maximum productivity and quality.
Over the course of the project, innovative concepts
were developed for automated generation of 3D printing
construction data. Fully automated modules now transport
the processed metal powder to workstations where they
prepare the material independently. Post-processing of the
manufactured components takes place at specially designed
stations that are also fully automated.
BMW said the quality of the components is top priority.
Quality assurance of the finished
parts takes place in-line, during
the laser melting process, using
sensors. This includes checking
emissions from the molten
pool with a CMOS camera and
pyrometer. AI algorithms are used
to correlate the data collected
with actual component quality.
This means process deviations
can already be identified during
production and component quality
evaluated.
Successful implementation
of the project called upon the
expertise of all project partners.
This was the only way to achieve
digitalisation and automation in
mechanical and plant engineering,
in component design and in the
area of metal 3D printing.

Japan’s Biggest Machine Tool Fair Once Every Two Years!
We Look Forward to Seeing You There!

Open the door to the future Meet the technologies moving the world forward

The 31st JAPAN INTERNATIONAL MACHINE TOOL FAIR

November 8 (Tue.) - 13 (Sun.), 2022

Tokyo Big Sight

(Tokyo International Exhibition Center)

Visitor registration starts from September, 2022!
Outline
Organizers: Japan Machine Tool Builders' Association, Tokyo Big Sight Inc.
Supporting Organizations (to be confirmed):
Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry
Tokyo Metropolitan Government
The Japan Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Date:
November 8 (Tue.) ｰ November 13 (Sun.), 2022 (6 Days)
Opening Hours: 9:00 - 17:00 (9:00 - 16:00 on last day)
Admission Fee: On the day = 3,000 yen (tax included)
Advanced purchases = 1,000 yen (tax included)
Visitors have to register beforehand
(Student admission is free: Student ID required)
* Admission registration is required to enter the exhibition.
* Students in junior high school and younger children must be
accompanied by a guardian or a group leader. In such a case,
they are not required to register and can visit the exhibition for free.

Indoor Exhibition Space: 118,540 m2 (East ,West & South halls)
Exhibits:
Machine tools (Metal cutting, Metal forming)
Machine tool accessories /
Tools for machines(Cutting tool &wear-resistant tool) /
Diamond, CBN tools Grinding wheels and abrasives /
Gears and Gear Devices Oil hydraulic,
water hydraulic and pneumatic machinery
Precision measuring machines and
instruments Optical measuring instruments /
Testing machinery Controller and related
software (CAD/CAM etc.) /
Other associated machinery and equipment,
raw materials, technologies and publications

What you can expect at JIMTOF2022…
Largest JIMTOF Ever: One of the World’s Largest International Technology Shows!

Expanded Exhibition Venue, �.� Times Larger than before!
JIMTOF is a comprehensive manufacturing trade fair where machine tools and
all kinds of related equipment are gathered under one roof. It is one of the
world’s largest international technology shows where cutting-edge technologies
and products are gathered from all over the world.
● At the venue, Tokyo Big Sight, the South Exhibition Halls were added in 2019.
JIMTOF2022 will be held in the entire Tokyo Big Sight building, including the
South Exhibition Halls, with a total exhibition area of 118,540 m2, which is the
largest ever in the event’s history.
●

Special Event: Additive Manufacturing Area in JIMTOF����

Current Trends, Additive Manufacturing and �D Printing-related
Products and Technologies, are Showcased Together!

JIMTOF2022 will have an area that brings together additive manufacturing products and technologies as a special event.
Additive manufacturing is an attention-grabbing manufacturing trend that is expected to grow to bigger heights. As an
innovative technology in the manufacturing industry that reduces the number of parts, shortens lead time, and enables
high-mix low-volume production, additive manufacturing is also attracting attention in the machine tool industry where
needs are diversifying.
● In the area, in addition to the Exhibit Area that hosts exhibitors, there will also be a Special Seminar Venue. See all the
latest additive manufacturing-related products and cutting-edge technologies and solutions eﬃciently!
●

Exhibit Area

×

Special Seminar Venue in the Area

Digital Tools for Your Business: Useful Digital Contents are Available

Research on Exhibitors before and after the Fair

On the JIMTOF oﬃcial website, we have an online catalog where you can
research exhibitors’ highlights and new products from before to after the exhibition,
as well as a service where you can watch webinars and PR videos by exhibitors.
● You can make your way around the exhibition, hosted in a spacious venue of
118,540 m2, more eﬃciently by checking the content of the fair before the
exhibition period. We encourage you to use the online catalog to do research
before and after the fair!
●

Reliable Appointments at the Venue

We have a matching system that supports communication between visitors and
exhibitors who need to engage in more eﬃcient business meetings. You can
communicate directly with exhibitors before the exhibition period.
● You can register for this at the time of pre-registration or from the exclusive
visitor site that can be viewed after registering.
●

*Digital contents will be available from this fall.

The exhibitor list and co-hosted
events information will be published
on the JIMTOF oﬃcial website!

FOLLOW US

Twitter

@JIMTOF_oﬃcial

Facebook

@JIMTOF

East Hall 7

East Hall 2

East Hall 1

West
Hall 3

West Hall 4

East Hall 4

Metal Cutting Machine Tools,
Controller and related software (CAD/CAM etc.),
Other associated machinery and equipment

East Hall 5

Metal Cutting Machine Tools,
Metal Forming Machine Tools,
Other associated machinery and equipment

East Hall 3

East Hall 6

Entrance (1F)

Metal Cutting
Machine Tools

East
Hall 8

Precision measuring machines and instruments,
Optical measuring instruments,
Testing machinery,
Controller and related software (CAD/CAM etc.),
Other associated machinery and equipment

Machine tool accessories,
Tools for machines (Cutting tool & wear-resistant tool),
Other associated machinery and equipment

Gear and Gear Devices,
Oil hydraulic,
Water hydraulic and pneumatic machinery,
Grinding wheels and abrasives,
Diamond,
CBN tools

JIMTOF
Food Festival

North
Concourse

Machine tool
accessories

West Hall 2

Entrance (1F)

Entrance Plaza

Entrance (2F)

South
Concourse

Entrance (2F)

Tools for machines
(Cuttingtool & wear-resistant tool),
Machine tool accessories Publications

Atrium

West Hall 1

Catalog Corner

4F

South
Hall 1

South
Hall 2

Additive Manufacturing Area,
Other associated machinery and equipment,
Machine tool accessories

Tools for machines
(Cutting tool & wear-resistant tool)

4F

International
Information Center

1F

South
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South
Hall 4

2F

1F

1F

JIMTOF 2022 Site Map (As of April 25, 2022)

JIMTOF2018 Final Report
JIMTOF���� attracted a large number of overseas visitors,
where business meetings are conducted actively.
Be the one next time to catch up the latest trend in
the machine tool industry in JIMTOF����!

Breakdown of Overseas Visitors
Total
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Total

Asia

1,221
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Germany

370

China

3,200

Italy

162

Taiwan

3,058

Russia

100

Korea

2,488

Spain

81

Thailand

538

U.K.

70

India

403

Switzerland

67

Malaysia

277

France

64

Indonesia

276

Sweden

49

Viet Nam

271

Poland

40

Singapore

248

Denmark

33

Hong Kong

169

Finland

30

Philippines

88

Netherlands

24

Myanmar

7

Austria

23

Pakistan

5

Hungary

21

Bangladesh

3
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16

Mongolia

3
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11
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2
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11
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2
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10
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1
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10
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9
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8
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42
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1
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24
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3
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1
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6
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4
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4
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3
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3
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16
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2

Mexico
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2
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2
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24
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1
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1
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1
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6
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REVIEW

Pferd’s milling process optimisation

I

f you are looking for tool
solutions to improve the
efficiency and productivity of
your milling applications, consider
adding Pferd’s high-performance
milling tools to your daily
operations. The range of tools
includes spiral drills, step drills,
countersinks, tungsten carbide
burrs and hole saws.

The countersinks are
characterised by their precise
and sharp cutting edges that
produce high-quality, burr-free
surfaces. The countersinks have
a very long service life due to
their optimum Cobalt content
that provides good temperature
resistance.
The conical shape is
suitable for chamfering and
countersinking holes while
flat countersinks are the ideal
product for producing flatbottomed holes in components
such as cylinder heads.

Spiral drills
Pferd has a range of industrial
quality steel and Inox spiral drill
bits, available in 1mm to 13mm.
Pferd has a range of industrial quality steel and Inox spiral
Both types include standard
drill bits, available in 1mm to 13mm
0.5mm increments as well as
selected 0.1mm increments for
Tungsten carbide burrs
specialised applications. The steel type feature a 118° tip,
Pferd supplies high-performance tungsten carbide
allowing for a more aggressive cut, making them ideally
burrs in various industry-required shapes and sizes. The
suited to drill steel, cast steel, grey cast iron, annealed cast
burrs are highly suited to demanding applications as they
iron, bronze, brass, plastics and aluminium. Pferd’s Inox drill
offer maximum stock removal attributed to their high
bits (135° point angle) offer optimum performance when
aggressiveness while reduced vibration and noise levels
drilling alloyed and high-strength steels like stainless steel.
improve operator safety and comfort.
Both variants are ideal for manual and automated
The latest addition to the burr range is the tungsten
processes, including use in power drills, column drills
carbide copy burrs, used for levelling surface elevations such
and robots. The Inox and steel drill bits are available as
as weld seams. The tip of the copy burrs is uncut, serving as
individually sized units as well as 6, 10, 19 and 25-piece
a contour guide and protecting the copied workpiece against
sets.
damage, allowing the elevated area to be milled flush with
the surrounding area. Materials that can be worked include
HSS step drills
steel, cast steel, tool steel as well as hardened and heatThe Pferd range of high-performance step drills offers
treated steel.
users burr-free drilling of sheet metal, pipes and profiles.
Materials up to 4mm thick can be drilled and deburred in a
HSS holes saw
single step. To ensure reliable torque transmission, all step
Pferd’s hole saws are manufactured from tough,
drills feature a three-surface shaft. The step drills’ highshatterproof and sturdy HSS bimetal and can be used to
quality tips improve efficiency due to their effortless centring
make holes in steel, stainless steel, aluminium, copper,
and drilling. The step drills can be used with handheld power
bronze, brass, plastics and wood.
drills as well as column drills and their taper ensures smooth
The hole saw range is a cost-effective solution for making
operation.
round cut-outs of diameters 14mm up to 210mm. The hole
Pferd step drills are suitable for a range of materials
saws’ high concentricity and a precision-centred pilot drill
including steel, cast steel, stainless steel, as well as nonensure accurately drilled holes while their alternating tooth
ferrous metals.
pitch prevents chattering.
Pferd also supply hole saw arbors
Countersinks: HSS conical
for mounting the hole saw and pilot
countersinks and HSS flat
drill. All hole saw arbors are supplied
countersink
with an ejection spring that prevents
Pferd’s range of HSS
the sawn-out material from becoming
countersinks is the ideal solution to
jammed between the inner walls of
chamfer, deburr or countersink holes
the hole saw and the drill bit.
on a wide range of materials.
All Pferd milling tools are
Known for their very high stock
manufactured to achieve maximum
removal rate and optimum chip
operator safety and comfort,
removal, the countersinks are highly
unsurpassed performance and
suited for working steel and nonsuperior process optimisation and
ferrous metals but are particularly
cost-efficiency.
suitable for tough and hard materials
For further details contact Pferd
such as alloyed and high-strength
South Africa on TEL: 011 230 4000
Pferd supplies high-performance tungsten
steel, including stainless steel alloys.
or visit www.pferd.com
carbide burrs
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Cover more turning applications with
Kennametal’s GUP-V geometry

T

he new Beyond
Evolution profiling
geometry enhances
the capability of the bestselling grooving and cutoff platform.
Kennametal has
introduced the new
Grooving Universal
Positive Profiling
Kennametal’s new Beyond Evolution
GUP-V insert expands from
geometry (GUP-V), expanding
grooving, cut-off, facing and turning
on its Beyond Evolution
to now also offer profiling
grooving & cut-off platform.
applications
With the addition of the new
V-shaped single-sided insert, Beyond Evolution can cover now
more applications than ever and helps to save tooling cost.
“Since the introduction of the Beyond Evolution platform,
we have continued to focus on enhancing its versatility,
and the new GUP-V multidirectional profiling insert is no
exception. Together with the other insert geometries, users
can now groove, cut-off, face, and turn a wide variety of
materials with just a single tooling system. Simply put, when

a customer adopts
Beyond Evolution for
their turning needs,
they do not need
anything else. It is
that versatile,” said
Robert Keilmann,
Product Manager,
Kennametal.
Like all other
All Beyond Evolution insert styles
feature the Triple-V Seating: Tight grip
Beyond Evolution
on the back (1) and top and bottom (2)
inserts, the
provides maximum stability, especially
GUP-V profiling
when operating multidirectional
insert leverages a
turning and profiling
proprietary Triple-V
seating design that
features contact on the top, bottom and back of the insert,
providing superior rigidity that results in excellent surface
finishes and dimensional accuracy while delivering the highest
metal removal rates.
For more information contact Kennametal South Africa on
TEL: 011 748 9300 or visit www.kennametal.com

Iscar introduces the
new TOR-6-MILL family of
multifunction milling cutters

I

scar is introducing a new family of multifunction cutters
featuring four different insert geometries.
The new TOR-6-MILL milling cutters and inserts have
been designed for a wide range of applications in the die and
mould, turbine blade, and general engineering industries.
These TOR-6-MILL cutters are available in the following
configurations: TR6 ER endmills in a diameter range of
16mm to 32mm; TR6 ER-M interchangeable milling heads
with Flexfit adaptation in a diameter range of 16mm to
35mm and; TR6 FR face mills in 52mm, 66mm and 80mm
diameters
The tool diameter does not change for all insert corner
radii and its design enables undercutting. Coolant holes are
directed to each and every cutting edge, while the cutter body
has a special protective polished coating for uninterrupted
chip flow and protection from corrosion and wear.
The inserts are available in four cutting geometries to
enable optimal machining of different applications and
include: The TR6 TNCU/MU 1004 double sided insert with
six round cutting edges, available in 0.5mm to 3mm corner
radii and featuring six cutting edges and a positive rake
angle, providing excellent surface finish; TR90 TXMT 1004

single sided insert with three cutting edges for 90° shoulder
and face milling, featuring a 0.8mm corner radius and 4mm
maximum depth of cut; TR45 TXMT 1004 single sided insert
with three 45°cutting edges for general use and for face and
chamfer milling, with a 3mm maximum depth of cut; TRFF
TXMT 1004 single-sided insert with three cutting edges for
fast feed machining, 17˚ cutting edge angle and three cutting
edges with a 0.8mm maximum depth of cut, ramping down
capability and a 1.4mm radius for programming; TR6 TNCU/
MU 0702 double sided ground insert with six cutting edges
and a positive rake angle, available with 0.5mm, 1mm and
1.5mm corner radii, TR90 TXMT 0702 single sided insert with
three cutting edges for 90° shoulder milling, 0.4mm corner
radius and 2.5mm maximum depth of cut and; TRFF TXMT
0702 single-sided insert with three cutting edges for high
feed machining, 18˚ cutting edge angle and three cutting
edges with a 0.6mm maximum depth of cut, ramping down
capability and a 1mm radius for programming.
The TOR-6-MILL inserts are produced from Iscar’s latest
Sumotec carbide grades to ensure high productivity.
For further details contact Iscar South Africa on
TEL: 011 997 2700 or visit www.iscar.com

The AgieCharmilles CUT
P Pro series for higher productivity

B

efore launching the CUT X series, GF
Machining Solutions launched the
AgieCharmilles CUT P Pro series of
wire-cutting EDM machines, designed for
increased productivity and ideal for every
application with the largest technology
database. The series includes the CUT P
350 Pro, the 550 Pro and the 800 Pro
with robust designs and the intuitive
interface Uniqua as well as automation
options for lights-out operation.
With Intelligent Power Generator
with Direct Power Supply (IPG-DPS), also
available for the CUT X series, the CUT
P Pro series’ machines deliver surface
finishes as smooth as up to Ra 0.08µm
and heighten accuracy with integrated thermal
regulation that allows them to achieve an accuracy of ±2µm.
Linear scales and rotary encoders form a double
measuring system that protects the X, Y, Z, U and V axes.
In the event of a collision, the energy absorber system
automatically stops the axes without damage to machine or
workpiece. This full protection applies at machine speeds of
up to 3m/min.
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In the Quadrax mechanical system of the CUT P Pro
series, the table, work tank and dielectric liquid
remain stable, and the workpiece does not
move, accommodating heavy workpieces.
Independent U/V and X/Y axes with equal
length (X = U travel; Y = V travel), constant,
lower mass and completely independent
movement produce large, precise tapered
cuts. In addition, the Rhenocast machine
base offers lower thermal conductivity and
a vibration damping system.
Automation solutions for the CUT P Pro
series include Automatic Slug Management
(ASM), Automatic Slug Welding (ASW),
and the option of a fixed or retractable
Renishaw mechanical touch probe to
measure workpiece planarity and position on
the machine's worktable. Scalable automation options from
System 3R maintain unattended production, including a
WorkPartner 1+ compact robot with raw materials that can
feed up to two wire-cutting EDM machines for more than two
days without operator intervention.
For further details contact Retecon on TEL: 011 976 8600
or visit www.retecon.co.za

Evolution of laser welding with
Hugong HGLW fibre laser welders

T

he intimate relationship that exists
between a welder, the torch and
the metal in manual applications is
not one that’s been replicated by laser
welding technology developers – at least
not until recently. In most metal fabricating
applications involving laser welding,
human involvement typically is limited to
programming a robot that wields a laser
welding head that moves around a fixtured
workpiece. That was until the hand-held
laser welding system was introduced.
Laser welding allows for the joining
of thick, thin, reflective and dissimilar
metals. Welding of thick, thin, reflective,
and dissimilar metal, which is difficult or
even impossible
with traditional
arc welding
methods, can
be done with a
laser.
Technology
helps even
novice welders
get up to speed
more quickly
than they would
with more
traditional arc welding processes.
Because of the robust nature
of the laser, metals don’t need
to be pre-brushed or ground
completely clean before welding
takes place – saving you time and
money on preparation work.
Laser welding isn’t new. The
technology has proliferated for
years in select industries like
automotive, medical, defence,
and aerospace. This includes
OEMs and the suppliers that
serve them. Even in this arena
laser welding isn’t ubiquitous, but it isn’t rare either.
Still, venture outside these niches and into the general
custom fabrication arena and you’ll find that laser welding
remains a true rarity. Even if a fabricator does offer laser
welding, it remains a fringe process, utilised for select jobs.
Arc welding remains the dominant way most fabrication
shops that join two pieces of metal together. Why, exactly?
Volumes may have been a concern in the past, but today
plenty of custom fabricators have adopted robotic arc welding
with great success. The dominant concerns now involve part
fit-up and fixturing, and the fact that many parts have designs
that don’t account for laser welding requirements.
Those challenges are real, but overcoming them isn’t as
difficult as you might think. This is thanks to not only the
evolution of laser welding, but also the accuracy of upstream
processes, including laser cutting and bending, as well as
some fresh approaches to fixturing.

Laser welding calls for fabricators
to think anew, not just about weld gap
tolerances or fixturing requirements,
but about the entire process of metal
fabrication.
The science of laser welding has come
a long way. Like in cutting, welding with
a laser comes down to analysing how
a certain material absorbs the laser’s
energy. Fibre lasers for welding and cutting
behave much the same as they travel from
the power source and through the delivery
fibre.
The difference happens at the
processing head. Positioned millimetres
above the material surface, the cutting
head focuses the
beam and the
assist gas (the
laser’s “cutting
tool”) evacuates
molten material
to create kerf.
A fibre laser
welding head
operates
farther from the
material surface
and focuses the
beam in such a way as to achieve
the optimal weld. And like in arc
welding, laser welding uses gas
(such as argon) to shield the weld
from the atmosphere.
The laser forever changed the
cutting department for custom
fabricators, and it soon may
do the same for the welding
department.
In typical applications in
custom fabrication, laser welding
is autogenous. That is, it uses
no filler metal. This reduces
consumables costs and minimises post-weld finishing
requirements. Thanks to concentrated heat input, a fast
welding travel speed, and a minimal HAZ, most laser welded
parts of a certain size are cool to the touch immediately after
welding. These parts then can skip post-weld grinding, one
of the most time-consuming processes on the shop floor. If
parts do undergo subsequent polishing, it’s usually to meet a
certain cosmetic requirement.
Introduction of Hugong hand-held swing laser welding
machines
Hugong HGLW fibre laser welders are available in 1kW,
1.5kW and 2kW power source and have a maximum thickness
weld of 8mm. The machines are a compact design and are
fully assembled before shipment.
For further details contact TRM Supplies on
TEL 011 974 7744 or visit www.trmsupplies.co.za
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Mazak’s redesigned Integrex i-H Series
of multi-tasking machines are
designed for automation

M

azak’s redesigned Integrex i-H
590mm up to 2 500mm.
Series of multi-tasking machines
Typically, the torque in second
takes optimised machining
spindles is lower to instead match its
and easy automation to new heights.
speed/rpm to that of the main spindle,
These machines meet and exceed the
but Integrex i-H Series models’ standard
competitive need for precision and
main and second spindles are equal in
superior surface finishes on demanding
power/torque, but Mazak offer various
parts that have no margin for error.
horsepower/torque and bore size
The machines within the series
options for both. With equally powered
sport new compact footprints and
main and second spindles, you can
require less floor space. Additionally, Mazak have equipped
maintain the same cycle times at both spindles to perform
them with faster and more powerful turning spindles, spacemirror-image part processing, with one part clamped in each
saving milling spindles and a new type of lower turret with live
spindle.
tooling capabilities. We’ve also expanded tool capacities for
Alongside a standard slant-type lower turret, the Integrex
lower turrets and tool storage magazines, and offer a wider
i-H ST models offer a new orthogonal-type lower turret.
range of chuck size options for each machine in the series.
Besides providing a faster 10 000 rpm milling spindle,
The Integrex i-H Series machines allow you to retrofit
expanded 12-tool capacity and improved chip accumulation
various automation options in the field to accommodate
control, the new turret allows shops to run larger-size parts,
changes. Packaged as kits for fast and easy installation by
use longer tools and have the turret work at a machine’s
Mazak service technicians, these options make it possible
main or second spindle without interference.
to purchase an Integrex i-H Series machine as a standard
On the milling side, Mazak offer Integrex i-H Series
configuration, then down the road, add an overhead gantry
machines with compact milling spindles in standard, highloader, a parts unloader and parts catcher, a bar feeder,
power and high-speed versions, as well as speeds that
automatic chuck jaw changers for either a machine’s main or
range from 12 000 to 20 000 rpm. For the highest level of
second spindles, or a pedestal-type standalone robot.
performance, the spindles maintain their full torque ratings
Mazak’s new magazine-style automatic jaw changers for
throughout the entire range of their spindle speeds. The
main turning spindles, another retrofittable option for Integrex
totally redesigned 20 000 rpm mill spindle offers 59% higher
i-H Series machines, is now available for second spindles
performance output and a 4.8 second shorter acceleration
as well. With this capability at both spindles, the machines
time than its predecessors.
essentially reduce job changeovers down to the time required
To keep pace with extended automated operations,
for the auto-jaw changer to switch out for a new job. Instead
the new Integrex i-H Series offers tool magazine storage
of an operator taking 10 minutes or more to change over
capacities that can accommodate up to 112 tools. The
jaws on one day, and maybe 20 minutes the next, the auto
magazines are mounted at the rear of the machine to allow
changer time remains consistent, improving the predictability
for easy of automation at the front of the machine and gives
of your processes.
shops the option to load or set up tools at either the front or
With 40% faster part loading and unloading, you
rear of the machine.
can equip your Integrex i-H Series machine with a newly
All Integrex i-H Series machines feature our new Mazatrol
redesigned gantry loader (GL). The system is shorter in height
SmoothAi control, which includes enhancements on the
by 413 mm and thus requires less overhead clearance.
Mazatrol side and added flexibility on the EIA/ISO side, along
It provides A/B-axis swing arm synchronisation, and with
with an optional second screen. The second monitor displays
a conveyor at the left side of the machine, the GL further
the status of multiple connected Mazaks within your shop.
reduces load/unload time. For even greater flexibility, the
With the control’s Solid Mazatrol function, you can
new GL system can service multiple
now work from solid models to
machines at once.
generate programmes for specific
To further boost machine
part features. To further optimise
performance and provide the
machining operations, the control
processing flexibility required for a
provides cutting-condition monitoring
wider range of parts, the Integrex
through its SmoothAi Spindle
i-H Series includes machine
function and thermal stability with
configurations with just a main
its Ai Thermal Shield function. The
turning spindle, milling spindle and
Mazatrol SmoothAi CNC also has
tailstock, while ‘S’ configurations
specific functions for advanced
feature second turning spindles and
robot automation and unmanned
‘ST’ designated machines have a
operations.
second turning spindle and lower
For further details contact
turret with live rotary tool capability.
Hi-Tech
Machine Tools on
Mazak’s redesigned Integrex i-H Series of multiThe Integrex i-H Series offers five
TEL: 011 608 0088 or visit
tasking machines takes optimised machining and easy
bed lengths that vary from a compact
www.hitech.co.za
automation to new heights
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hyperMILL Virtual Machining
solution: All the process steps
for virtual machining

O

pen Mind is further closing the
gap between CAM systems and
physical machine environments
with its latest version of its hyperMILL
Virtual Machining solution. The integrated
all-in-one system eliminates the need
for various software solutions as it maps
all steps virtually, giving manufacturers
absolute control over the machining
process. This includes programming,
NC code generation and optimisation,
simulation of the NC code and networking with the machine.
At Open Mind, the development of a safe simulation
solution starts long before the NC code. The CAD/CAM
developer relies on in-house innovative solutions to build an
integrated system where NC code generation and simulation
are closely interlinked. The generated NC code is tested
extensively, taking into account the limitations of the machine
tool. It is guaranteed to run on the respective machines
and all process-relevant data is available in the NC code
simulation, delivering high levels of accuracy and safety.
Open Mind has equipped hyperMILL Virtual Machining
with three modules for merging the virtual and real worlds.
In the Center module, real machining situations are virtually
mapped for the machine and controller. They are then
simulated based on the NC code. The Connected Machining
module enables in-depth networking and synchronisation with
the machine. For example, the simulation software can detect
deviations in the origin or tool positions.
The Optimiser module provides powerful optimisation
algorithms that ensure efficient multi-axis machining. It
also automatically identifies the best solution for optimal

machining results. Moreover, users can
write the CAM programmes for portal
milling machines in the same way as for
5-axis machining centers.
The Optimiser automatically adds
the rewinds necessitated by rotary and
linear axis limits and by collision control
based on the machine’s digital twin.
This eliminates unnecessary retract
movements to safety positions between
two machining steps with the same tool.
When combining jobs with the same tool (linking), 2D and 3D
machining steps are transformed into smooth movements.
The Optimiser can also distinguish between roughing and
finishing operations.
Another tool for ensuring greater efficiency and costeffectiveness in machining is the intelligent component
alignment of CAM in real-time using hyperMILL Best Fit. The
unaligned part is probed on the machine using 3D probing,
and the probing points are sent back to the CAM system as a
measurement log. hyperMILL Best Fit then precisely adjusts
the NC code to the actual part position. The adapted NC
code is subsequently simulated in the virtual machine on the
actual clamping setup and optimised automatically.
To ensure safe and accurate machining, the machine
operator performs a final verification measurement. After
that, the operator can start machining without having to align
the part on the machine beforehand. The advantages include
immense time savings, collision-free machining, and wellplanned processes.
For further details contact Hi-Tech Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 608 0088 or visit www.hitech.co.za

Mastercam milling innovations:
Accelerated Finishing technology
The future of CNC finishing: How Mastercam is changing the game.

M

astercam, one the world's leading suppliers of
mechanical engineering software for cutting and
machining professionals has just introduced the new
Accelerated Finishing technology. Mastercam worked with the
industry’s best tool manufacturers to bring you technology
that will change how you work to gain greater efficiency
and higher machining productivity, Mastercam said. Using
modern innovative profile tools, this technology will reduce
finishing cycle times while improving surface finish. According
to Mastercam their cutter-specific strategies allow for a large
effective cutting radius, even when using small diameter tools.
This includes oval form cutters, barrel mills, taper cutters, lensshaped cutters, and lens barrel form tools.
The traditional finish machining process is often considered
to be the most time-consuming and important segment of any
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CNC milling project. 3D surface finishing can sometimes feel
like a compromise between surface quality and cycle time. The
higher the quality, the longer the cycle time.
The traditional approach to improving surface finish is
decreasing stepover. This has both negative effects on cycle
time and NC file size. To achieve much better results without
any increase in these factors is to rather increase the cuttingedge radius. Using this approach with a traditional ball endmill
can cause problems with reduced reach in areas and the
potential for collisions with the model. This is where the new
Accelerated Finishing® technology and modern innovative
profile tools come in.
Another bonus is that this concept is not limited to
multiaxis but similar benefits can be achieved in 3-axis
moulds with drafted walls.


The most flexible, expandable and connected CAM
software on the market today
The comprehensive toolpath strategies of Mastercam
provide a variety of approaches for programming any part, no
matter how complex. In addition, the toolpaths are updated
after modifications eliminating rework on your end.
With Mastercam you can build libraries of your favourite
machining strategies, reduce programming time by selecting
customised operations and applying them to your next job and
using the software is fast, easy, and productive.
Whether you are using 2D or 3D milling in your shop,
Mastercam will ensure you can use the latest tools paired
with future-oriented software helping you to deliver precision
craftsmanship that even your toughest customers will
appreciate.

“From 2D to 3D milling, Mastercam provides unrivalled
solutions. Dynamic Motion technology is available for both 2D
and 3D milling packages, which provides any machine shop
with game-changing toolpath control. Removing material in one
continuous motion without lifting or stopping the machine will
dramatically improve cutting efficiency and increase tool life.
The Mastercam software itself is virtually bug-free, ensuring
more programming efficiency for the machine shop. Mecad
Manufacturing also provides genuine value-added support
and training to supplement an already great product, ensuring
the success of our clients and building relationships along
the way,” said Mats Booysen, Product Manager at Mecad
Manufacturing.
For further details contact Mecad Manufacturing on
TEL: 012 645 4300 or visit www.mecadmfg.co.za

Making smaller better. Sandvik’s
CoroDrill 862 with -GM geometry
supports quality in small part machining

T

he growing need for smaller electronic
parts presents real challenges for
manufacturers, including in processes
like micro drilling that involves producing holes
smaller than 3mm in diameter. Micro drilling
techniques are used to produce components
ranging from aerospace components, hydraulic
valves, watch cases and medical devices to
surgical instruments, electronics, actuators,
sensors, navigational systems and more.
But what are the challenges? In particular, manufacturers
are increasingly required to machine small, intricate
components from difficult-to-machine materials like Inconel,
stainless steel, ceramics and titanium. It can be difficult to
machine these materials cost-effectively while maintaining the
utmost quality. Flawless surface finishes are as important for
aerospace components as for fibre optic connectors.
To compete in the growing EMS markets, manufacturers
must maintain the highest levels of quality control, while also
reducing any issues in the production process that can cause
excess scrap or downtime. How can manufacturers rise to
these challenges, while remaining competitive? The answer
lies in high performance drilling solutions.
Longer-lasting tools
Manufacturers have found that micro drills can exhibit
inadequate tool life when machining tough workpieces, like
those made from ISO M materials. In these cases, the design,
geometry and type of coating of the drill significantly impacted
their performance and durability.
In response, Sandvik Coromant has introduced two new
micro drills: CoroDrill 462 with -XM geometry and CoroDrill
862 with -GM geometry. The tools are ideal for precision
drilling in industries that deal with small parts such as
medical, aerospace, automotive, general engineering,
electronics and watch-making among others. This range of
micro drills are available to support machining in all ISO

materials, P, M, K, S, O and H. The new
geometries offer a wide range of cutting
diameters and lengths.
In other words, the quality of the micro
drill makes all the difference to quality of the
final machined product. But to what extent?
To answer this question, Sandvik Coromant
performed a test.
Quality output
Sandvik Coromant tooling specialists compared the
performance of a major micro drill competitor’s tool against
the CoroDrill 862 with -GM geometry.
Each tool was run on a DMG Mori Seiki Milltap 700
machine, for the purpose of drilling blind holes in an ISO M
316L stainless steel workpiece. The same tool setting was
used in each case, a cutting diameter of 2.5mm with a speed
of 40m/min and a feed rate of 0.04mm/z.
The result was the competitor’s tool produced 630 holes
before reaching tool life. CoroDrill 862 meanwhile produced
1 260 holes, a more than 100% increase in tool life over the
competitor’s drill.
Sandvik Coromant’s engineers recommend that customers
seeking to drill micro-sized holes in notoriously difficult-tomachine materials, such as titanium, aluminium, glass and
ceramics, should consider polycrystalline diamond (PCD)
coating for extended tool life in these demanding applications.
It’s also critical to have quality coolant to effectively evacuate
chips when performing deep-hole drilling with micro tools.
These features have clear advantages for manufacturers’
overall operational expenditure (OPEX), and can also help
manufacturers strike a balance between quality versus
productivity when micro drilling tough materials like ISO M. In
doing so, to paraphrase Steve Jobs, they can ensure the small
things are unforgettable for all the right reasons.
For further details contact Sandvik Coromant on
TEL: 010 500 2295 or visit www.sandvik.coromant.com
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Grinding Techniques’ Andor grinding
wheels have advantages when
high-performance internal precision
grinding is needed

W

hen bores and
holes, straight
or tapered
need to be ground to
specific tolerances
and finishes, internal
cylindrical grinding
is the application of
choice. One of the major
challenges faced with
this grinding application,
is the restriction of
coolant, as the grinding
wheel is encapsulated by
the workpiece.
This encapsulation
effect increases the
area where the grinding
wheel is in contact with
the workpiece to be significantly bigger compared to that
of external cylindrical grinding. The specification of these
wheels is usually a coarser grain size, softer hardness and a
more open structure compared to wheels used for external
cylindrical grinding.
Dependent on your application, there are different
machines available for this specialised grinding application.
With universal cylindrical, or plain internal grinders, the
grinding wheel spindle rotates in a fixed position and the
workpiece rotates and reciprocates along the grinding wheel.
When parts that are too large to rotate, need to be ground,
the internal planetary grinder is the grinding machine of
choice. During this process the grinding wheel spindle rotates
and moves in a circular / planetary movement, with the
workpiece not rotating, but reciprocating to attain traverse.
For internal centreless grinding, a chuck-type internal
grinder is used which allows for the workpiece to rotate in a
fixed position and the grinding wheel to rotate and reciprocate
through the length of the hole or bore being ground.
Apart from the grinding wheel setup, selection and
workpiece characteristics, other key points to consider
include, the amount of stock to be removed, condition of the
grinding machine, speed of both
the grinding wheel and workpiece
as well as the use of coolant
during the grinding application.
When selecting a suitable
grinding wheel, one should be
careful not to select a wheel
too large in diameter for the
workpiece to be ground. As
this could not only result in the
wheel blocking the bore, but
also prohibit the grinding swarf
from escaping, causing the
grinding wheel to rub against the
workpiece with no actual grinding
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application, ending in the
workpiece heating and
distorting. To counter this
problem the general rule
of thumb is to select a
grinding wheel 66% to
75% of the size in ratio
to the internal diameter
being ground. This will
allow free flow of coolant
between the grinding
wheel and workpiece.
During the grinding
application, it is critical
to ensure that there
is sufficient volume of
coolant with the correct
direction and pressure
into the contact zone,
to prevent the workpiece from heating up, causing it to crack
and warp, or clog as grinding swarf cannot be washed away.
Considering the type of material to be ground and its
hardness, is equally important. With hardened materials, a
grinding wheel with a finer grit size is more suitable, as it
is easier for a finer grit to cut through the material than a
coarser grain. Grinding Techniques’ Andor grinding wheels
have a bonding system that keeps the grain in place long
enough to facilitate the grinding application and release the
dull grain at the optimum point to expose new sharper grains.
Due to this, Grinding Techniques are able to manufacture
wheels with specialty grains such as sintered aluminium
oxide, which is known for having a higher stock removal
rate and cooler grinding characteristics compared to other
aluminium oxide grains. Using this type of grain significantly
decreases the amount of time it takes to grind difficult
materials, saving on both labour and electricity costs.
Further to this, the amount of stock removal, and the
required finish should also be taken into account. A coarser
grain wheel will remove material quicker, but not necessarily
produce a very good finish, whereas a finer grain wheel will
take longer to remove stock but will render a much finer
finish.
With Grinding Techniques,
it is easy to find the correct
solution to your precision grinding
application. Our Business
Development team is able to
assist with a premium basket
offering of specialised abrasive
solution to the precision grinding
needs of your business.
For further information
contact Grinding Techniques on
TEL: 011 271 6400 or
email info@grindtech.com or
visit www.grindtech.com

